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Introduction

i

In 1816, Charles Dickens was engaged to compose the
text for a series of illustrations.

The project evolved

into a novel, The Pickwick Papers, which was published in
twenty consecutive monthly installments.

This method of

publication was inexpensive, thus providing access to novels
for a wide ranee of the public.

Furthermore, the seri.al

format made the reader an active part of the novel by spark
ing anticipation of both plot and character development
from month to month.

In Dickens at Work, John Butt and

Kathleen Tillotson point out that "To the reader the system
meant not merely eager expectation of the day which brought
a fresh batch of green covers to the bookstall, but also
the impression that the story was in the making from month
to month.•1

Thus, through the serial format, author,

novel, and reader became one, sharin� the same experiences
at almost the same point in time.
In two of his serial novels, David Copperfield
(1849-1850) and Little Dorrit (1855-1857), Dickens consi
ders the role of the Victorian woman.

Although the char

acter of Agnes Wickfield ultimately encompasses nineteenth
century stereotypes, she does represent a step forward for
the Victorian woman.

Edgar Johnson argues that Agnes is

"serene and perhaps too perfect"

while Barbara Hardy in-

sists that "the religious/feminine ideal presented in Agnes
is repulsive."3 Perhaps Agnes is, in some ways, the ideal
Victorian woman, but the critics do not note the stereo
typical characteristics which set her apart somewhat from
the average Victorian woman.

Furthermore, critics argue
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that Little Dorrit's innocent goodness makes her the heroine
of Little Dorrit.

Butt and Tillotson refer to the idea of

"the strength and indestructibility of natural, innocent vir-

tue,"

and Hardy argues that Little Dorrit is "a very effec-

tive character who manages to be both symbolic and sufficient�
ly a creature of time and place.
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However, these critics

fail to recognize the full details of Little Dorrit's devel
opment from a timid child to an aggressive individual.

In this study, I will explore Dickens' consideration
of the Victorian woman through his use of the serial install
ment format and the installment reader's role in the process
of character development.

I hope to prove that although

Agnes virtually remains a conventional Victorian woman at the

end of David Copperfield, the Victorian reader saw in her a

hope for future portrayals of Victorian women--a hope which
is fulfilled five years later when Dickens questions his

readers' stereotypes through his portrayal of Little Dorrit.

Part One: Agnes Wickfield: The Hidden Woman
of David Copperfield (1849-1850)

In David Copperfield, Dickens attempts a subtle break
from the traditional role of the Victorian woman through
his portrayal of Agnes Wickfield.

Although Agnes is pas

sive in nature, secluded from the outside world, and often
unable to voice her personal viewpoints, she does convey an
unusual sense of intelligence and sensibility for a young
lady of the Victorian Era.

While Agnes is not a major char

acter in David Copperfield, she is a great influence on
several of the characters and perhaps the major influence
of David's growth from boyhood to manhood.
Dickens does not give Agnes the chance to develop into
an individual apart from other Victorian women.
Dickens keeps Agnes in the background.

Instead,

Although Agnes

appears repeatedly in David's thoughts (See Appendix B),
she makes few active appearances in the novel (See Appen
dixes C and D ).

The reader may be ever-aware of Agnes'

important role in David Copperfield, but this is mainly
due to Copperfield himself.

As Butt and Tillotson point

out, " the r�ader must keep her in mind, too, if only by
'an allusion;•" 6

Also, Dickens' method of serial install-

ment publication reminds the reader of Agnes' influential
role because many of her appearances and many references
to her occur in either the first or last chapter--the two
crucial points--of an installment.

Thus, the reader often

begins and ends an installment with some thought of Agnes.
Nevertheless, because Agnes' role in the novel is, for the
most part, related to David's growth, she cannot abandon
her conventional characteristics to become her own woman.
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Thus, Dickens ultimately leaves the reader's stereotypes
of the Victorian woman unchanged.
Agnes does not even appear in David Copperfield
(1849-1850) until chapter fifteen, the last chapter of
the fifth installment (S�ptember, 1849), which means the
nineteenth-century reader did not meet Agnes until his
fifth month of reading.

At this point, David has run

away from his formidable stepfather, Murdstone, to his
Aunt Betsey's home in Dover.

After Aunt Betsey agrees to

take, David in, she enrolls him in a school at nearby
Canterbury.

They visit Mr. Wickfield, Betsey's legal

advisor, and he offers David a home with him while David
attends school.
daughter.

Here, David first meets Agnes, Wickfield's

At once David is influenced by Agnes' almost

divine goodness: "Although her face was quite bright and
happy, there was a tranquility about it, and about her-a quiet, good, calm spirit�-that I never have forgotten;
that I shall never forget."7 Even though David's first
impression of Agnes is influential to him, the reader
notes that the,terms "quiet,""calm," and "tranquility"
are typical descriptions of a Victorian woman.
Furthermore, much like the average woman of her day,
Agnes' entire life centers on a man--her father.

In the

first chapter of installment six (October, 1849), David
quickly notices Agnes' loving and loyal relationship
with her father.

However, David and the reader also

discover here that Agnes is an educated young woman,

"In good time she made tea; and afterwards, Whan I
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brought down my books, looked into them, and showed me
what she thought of them (which was no slight matter,
though she said it was), and what was the best way to
learn and understand them (VI, 16, p. 288)."

Although

Agnes is quite intelligent, she is, as David acknowledges,
modest about her knowledge.

In addition, David rein

forces her stereotypical characteristics when he notes
''.her modest, orderly, placid manner, and . • • her beau
tiful calm voice" (VI, 16, p. 288).

Nevertheless,

David emphasizes her positive effect on him:; "The in
fluence for all good, which she came to exercise over
me at a later time, begins already to descend upon my
breast" (VI,16, pp. 288-289).

Agnes' good influence-

especially because it affects a male--is obviously her
major strength.

Furthermore, after only two meetings

with Agnes, the reader realizes that she will figure
importantly in the novel.
Agnes next appears in chapter eighteen, the final
chapter of installment six.

After David is rejected by

his new love, Miss Shepherd, he grapples with the young
butcher (who is also the town bully), but only to meet
defeat for the second time in one day.

Once home, he

confides in Agnes and requests her advice.

David re

gards Agnes as a sister as she comforts and cheers him.
However, the reader again notes Agnes' conventions
when David reveals that "she shrinks and trembles at
my having fought him" (VI, 18, p. 325).

Again Agnes'

Victorian characteristics emerge during her moment of
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strength and control.

Later, David realizes he is no

longer a little boy and falls deeply in love with Miss
Larkins, a woman almost twice his age.

David suffers

defeat once more when Agnes informs him that Miss Larkins
is engaged.

Yet, Agnes' news aids David's progression

on the road to manhood.

After a week of brooding, he

fights the butcher again, and this time David is the
victor.
In installment eight (December, 1849), David has
completed school.

He decides to become a proctor and goes

to work in London at Doctor's Commons.

Once he is settled,

into his new chambers, David immediately writes to Agnes:
II

.. .

in the intervals of our arranging for the trans-

mission of my clothes and books from Mr. Wickfield's;
relative to which, and to all my late holiday, I wrote
a long letter to Agnes, of which my aunt took charge, as
she was to leave on the succeeding day" (VIII,23, p. 415).
David's reference to Agnes here, though brief, plainly
illustrates her importance to him, and the reader again
sees how David shares every major issue in his life with
her.
Agnes next actively appears in chapter twenty-four,
the final chapter of installment eight.

David invites

his close friend, Steerforth, along with several other
young men, to dine in his apartment.

After becoming

quite intoxicated, they decide to attend the theatre,
and David finds himself in the same box with none other
than Agnes Wickfield:

5
I was being ushered into one of these
boxes and found myself saying something as
I sat down, and people crying 'silencel' to
somebody, and ladies casting indignant
glances at me, and--whatl--yesl--Agnes, sit
ting on the seat before me, in the same box,
with a lady and gentleman beside her, whom
I didn't know. I see her face now, better
than I did then, I dare say, with its indel
ible look of regret and wonder turned upon
me (VIII, 24, p. 422).
Typical of her role throughout the novel, Agnes, first lost
in the crowd, emerges from the background of the action.
Yet, her sudden appearance greatly affects David because
he does not realize the foolishness of his own behavior
until he sees Agnes' sorrowful expression.

Agnes manages

to send David home, and he awakes the next day ashamed of
his ill conduct but only because it displeases Agnes:
But the agony of mind, the remorse, and
shame I felt when I became conscious next dayl
My horror of having committed a thousand
offenses I had forgotten • • • my recollection
of that indelible look which Agnes had given
me--the torturing impossibility of communi
cating with her • • • my disgust at the very
sight of the room where the revel had been
held(VIII, 24, p. 423).

Thus ends the eighth installment.

Obviously,

David re

spects Agnes so much that his chief concern at this point
is her impression of him.

In addition, Dickens reempha

sizes Agnes' importance to David by leaving the reader

to wait a month for her reactions to Davi d's misconduct.
Installment nine (January, 1850) opens on the day
following David's hangover.

He receives a letter from

Agnes inviting him to visit her at the home of the
Waterbrooks (friends of her father).

Agnes' letter

illusttates her maturity, for, as David points out, it
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"contain ed

no reference to my condition at the theatre"

(IX, 25, p. 425).

Nevertheless, David•s desire to please

Agnes means so much to him that he composes several let
ters before finding a satisfactory reply to her letter.
When David sees Agnes that afternoon, he immediately apolo
gizes for his behavior at the theatre: "•If it had been
anyone but you,· Agnes, • said I, turning away from my
head,•I should not have minded it half as much.

But that

it should have been you who saw mel

I almost wish I had

been dead first'" (IX, 25, p. 426).

David is so reliev-

ed when Agnes accepts his apology that he calls her his
"good Angel" (IX, 25, p. 426).
At this point, Agnes warns David to stay away from

Steerforth, whom she labels David's "bad Angel."

The

following passage contains one of Agnes' few bold actions
in the novel:
'It is very bold in me,' said Agnes,
looking up again, 'who have lived in such
seclusion, and can know so little of the
world, to give you my adivice so confidently,
or even to have this strong opinion • • • I
am certain that what I say is right • • • I
feel as if it were someone else speaking to
you, and not I, when I caution you that you
have made a dangerous friend' (IX, 25, p.427).
Certa inly Agnes is bold to warn David against his dear
friend.

Yet, at the same time, Agnes is a disappointment

because she actually apologizes for her boldness.

Like

the typical Victorian woman, Agnes confesses that because
of her seclusion, she should not be entitled to "strong
opinions."

Although Agnes' advice eventually proves

to be sound, she will not completely abandon her role
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as the quiet, submissive woman.

Moreover, for the first

time in the novel, David fails to heed Agnes' advice.

In

stead, he continues to support Steerforth, which makes the
reader wonder that perhaps David would have taken Agnes•
adv·ce more seriously had she been a man or had she been
more confident in voicing her opinion.
After the conversation about Steerforth, Agnes re
veals to David the declining state of her father's mental
and physical health, which is due to Uriah Heep's hunger
for power.

Agnes tells David that Heep plans to become

her father's business partner.

Here again Agnes conveys

her inability to stand up for her own true feelings.

Al

though she now fears she was her father's enemy, she admits
that she advised her father to agree with Heep's plan: "'I
did, Trotwood,' she replied,'what I hope was right.

Feel

ing sure that it was necessary for papa's peace that the
sac�ifice should be made, I entreated him to make it'"
(IX, 25, p. 429).

In other words, Agnes said what she

thought her father wanted to hear, regardless of her own
inner feelings about the partnership.
fails to trust her own viewpoints.

Once more, Agnes

She foresees David's

danger in having Steerforth as a close friend, but she

does not foresee the evils of Uriah Heep.

She suspects

them but begs David "'to be friendly to Uriah.
repel him.
you in him.

Don't

Don't resent • • • what may be uncongenial to
He may not deserve it, for we know no certain

ill of him'" (IX, 25, p. 430). Thus, while Agnes seems
in control over troublesome situations involving others--
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especially David--she often loses her control over such
situations involving her father and herself.
When David leaves the Waterbrooks', he is accompanied
by Uriah Heep, who stays the night with him.

The wicked

Heep reveals his intentions of marrying Agnes, and David
is outraged.

David's thoughts emphasize his deep concern

for Agnes' welfare: "Dear Agnesl

So. much too loving and

too good for anyone that I could think of, was it possible
that she was reserved to be the wife of such a wretch as
this" (IX, 25, p. 442)1

Despite Agnes' weaknesses, which

are evident to the reader, David still holds her in high
esteem.
After Agnes leaves London midway through the ninth
installment (January, 1850), she also disappears from the
novel until the twelfth installment (April, 1850).

Hence,

the nineteenth century readers had to wait two months to
see Agn es again.

However, David manages to keep Agnes

alive through his references to her.

During these two

months, David is articled, and he falls madly in love with
his boss's daughter, Dora Spenlow.

Although Agnes has yet

to convince the reader that she is an individual who
thinks, speaks, and acts independently, she does provide
some hope for the Victorian woman once the reader meets
Dora.

Dora's character is a bit exaggerated, yet she

does represent the epitome of the Victorian woman.
Beautiful, fragile, and completely sheltered from reality,
Dora thinks, speaks, and acts like a helpless child
whose greatest responsibility is her pet dog, Jip.
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David's entire life now revolves around Dora,· but he never
forgets Agnes.

In the first chapter of installment ten

(February, 1850), David recalls the Steerforth conversa

tion.

He still disagrees with Agnes' opinions.

he does not hold her opinions against her:

However,

I was never unmindful of Agnes, and she never
left that sanctuary in my thoughts--if I may
call it so--where I had placed her from the
first. But when Steerforth entered • • •
I felt confounded and ashamed of having doubt
ed one I loved so heartily. I loved her none
the less; 1 thought of her as the same benign
ant. gentle angel in my life • • • (X, 28, p.485).

Hence, Agnes remains ever-present in the novel through
David's thoughts.

Yet, the key words--'' benignant, gentle

angel•--in David's description of Agnes are important
because they reinforce the Victorian female stereotype
which Agnes has yet to break away from.

As installment ten closes, the reader learns that

Agnes' predictions concerning Steerforth were accurate,

for little Emily--Mr. Peggotty's niece and David's child
hood friend--has run away witn Steerforth.

Although

Dickens makes no reference to Agnes here, the reader

realizes that David should have heeded her warning, and
perhaps he would have if she had been a man.
During the tumult surrounding Emily's disappearance

and David's increasing love for Dora in the eleventh in

stallment (March, 1850), the reader neither sees nor hears

anything of Agnes until chapter thirty-four, the install
ment'·s final chapter.

When David and Dora become formally

engaged, David writes Agnes immediately, again illustrating
his respect for her advice and encouragement: "I wrote to
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Agnes as soon as Dora and I were engaged.
long letter

9

I wrote her a

in which I tried to make her comprehend how

blest I was, and what a darling Dora was" (XI, 34, p. 551).
After the twelfth installment (April, 1850) opens,
Aunt Betsey has come to London to inform David that she
has lost everything except her cottage and a small amount
of money.

Amid David's concerns for his Aunt and for his

relationship with Dora (because of financial problems),
Agnes arrives in London.

David instantly seems relieved

of all worry: "I want to talk to you so muchi' said I.
'It's such a lightening of my heart, only to look at youl
If I had a conjuror's cap, there is no one I should have
wished for but you I '" (XII, 3 5, p. 570).

Once again

David turns to Agnes in his time of need even though she
has problems of her own.

Agnes explains to David that

Uriah, having taken over the firm, is now living in the
Wickfield�' horne--along with his mother.

However, Agnes

remains strong and reveals her solution to the problem:
she insists "' that real love and truth are stronger in
the end than any evil or misfortune in the world'" (XII,

35, p. 573).

Yet, regardless of her strength, Agnes can

not shake off her role as a Victorian woman.

Her solu-

tion is quite idealistic and shows that, like the typical
woman of her day, Agnes is untainted by the evils of reality.
Nevertheless, Agnes relies on her sense of practi
cality to help solve one of David's problems by suggesting
that he work as Dr. Strong's secretary.

When Mr. Wickfield

and Heep arrive, Aunt Betsey further reminds the reader of
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Agnes' intelligence as she reproaches Mr. Wickfield and
Heep: "' Agnes is worth the whole firm, in my opinion'"
(XII, 35, p. 578).
Agnes does not reappear until the second chapter of
installment thirteen (May, 1850), when David seeks her
guidance once more.

After forbidding David to see Dora,

Mr. Spenlow dies in an accident and Dora leaves her home
to live with her two aunts.
Canterbury to see Agnes.

Distraught, David travels to

At once Agnes eases David's

mind, and he points out that:
'Whenever I have not had you, Agnes, to
advise and approve in the beginning, I have
seemed to go wild, and to get into all sorts
of difficulty. When I have come to you, at
last (as I have always done), I have come to
peace and happiness. I come home, now, like
a tired traveller,and find such a blessed
sense of restl' (XIII, 39, p. 631)
As always, Agnes supplies David with a solution to his
problems.

She suggests that he write Dora's aunts and

request an invitation to their home.

David eagerly

accepts her suggestion and becomes a new man in his hap
piness.
Agnes makes few appearances throughout the rest of
the chapter.
her.

However, the whole chapter revolves around

When Heep relates to Wickfield his plan to marry

Agnes, Wickfield is horrified by the idea of losing his
daughter to such a monster.

Perhaps this marks the turn

ing point of Wickfield's fall because Heep's scheme fi
nally causes Wickfield to confess Heep is his downfall;
"' Look at my torturer,' he replied. 'Before him I have
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step by step abandoned name and reputation, peace and quiet,
house and hornet" (XIII, 39, p. 642).

Since he loves his

daughter so much, Wickfield boldly stands up against Uriah,
perhaps igniting the fire that will ultimately lead to Heep's
own downfall s

Thus, once again Agnes, though absent from

this scene, influences a major event in the novel.
In chapter forty-one, the first chapter of installment
fourteen (June, 1850), David writes Agnes of the cordial
reception given him by Dora's aunts.

Agnes• advice has

proved fruitful again and David is grateful:: " My letter
to Agnes was a fervent and grateful one, narrating all the
good effects that had resulted from my following her advice"
(XIV, 41, p.668).
In the following chapter, David takes Agnes to meet
his fiance�.

Initially, Dora is afraid of her image of

Agnes, • for " • • • she knew Agnes was 'too clever•

42, p. 675).
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(XIV,

Although Dickens points out the contrast

between Agnes and Dora, the reader notices that Agnes is
still much like other Victorian women because once Dora
meets Agnes, her fears vanish:
But when she saw her looking at once so
cheerful and so earnest, and so thought
ful, and so good, she gave a faint little
cry of pleased surprise, and just put her
affectionate arms round Agnes's neck, and
laid her innocent cheek against her face
(XIV, 42, p. 675).
Nevertheless, David's happiness, when Agnes shows her ap
proval of Dora, again conveys his eagerness to please his
"adopted sister."

Moreover, the reader infers that David

1J

has been waiting for Agnes' approval to assure himself that
he has chosen the right wife.
At last David's wedding day arrives in the final chap
ter of installment fourteen.

Agnes' appearance at the wed

ding is brief, but it is notably important.

David is con

stantly aware of Agnes' presence, and he takes note "Of
Agnes laughing gaily; and of Dora being so fond of Agnes
that she will not be separated from her, but still keeps
her hand"

and

"Of her once more stopping, and looking

back, and hurrying to Agnes, and giving Agnes, above all
the others, her last kisses and farewells" (XIV, 43,
p. 699-700).

While David is obviously wrapped up in Dora,

at the same time his thoughts never abandon Agnes, which
leaves the reader wondering--at the end of installment
fourteen--what lies ahead for David and Agnes.
After the wedding, Agnes disappears from the novel
until chapter forty-eight, the second chapter of install
ment sixteen (August, 1850).

When David realizes that his

attempts to teach Dora about housekeeping and management

are hopeless, his thoughts turn to Agnes.

David loves Dora

but confesses that "there was always something wanting " in
his relationship with his childwife.

Furthe rmore, he

claims, "it would have been better for me if my wife
could have helped me more, and shared the many thoughts
in which I had no partner; and that this might have been;
I knew" (XVI, 48, p. 765).

Undoubtedly, this passage

refers to Agnes--even though she is not mentioned in the
text--and stresses the contrast between her practical
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of her help; that without her I was not, and I never had
been, what she thought me; but, she inspired me to be that,
and I would try" (XIX-XX, 58, p. 888).

At this point, David

has become quite successful as a writer, but he feels he is
a failure without Agnes' guidance.

After three years abroad,

David finally realizes what the reader has suspected through
out the novel--that his love f.or Agnes is much deeper than
brotherly devotion.

However, David resigns himself to the

idea that Agnes will never regard him as anything more than
a brother: "Three years. Long in the aggregate, though short
as they went by.

And home was very dear to me, and Agnes

too--but she was not rnine--she was never to be mine.

She

might have been, but that was pastl" (XIX-XX, 58, p. 891).
Despite the sorrowful tone of this exclamation, the reader has followed Agnes throughout the novel and suspects
that her love for David is deeper than he may think.
Once David returns home, he asks Aunt Betsey if Agnes
has any serious attachments.

When Aunt Betsey replies that

she does, David is disheartened.

Yet, the reader realizes

that Betsey is referring to David himself.

David's first

two visits with Agnes are quite impersonal, and he continues
to call her his sister.

Even though Agnes' disappointment

is apparent to the reader, she maintains her role as the
passive Victorian woman by failing to proclaim her love for
David openly.

David realizes Agnes is troubled, for he

"feared she was not happy" (XIX-XX, 60, p. 917).

Never

theless, David cannot guess the reason for Agnes' unhappi
ness since she is waiting for him to make the first move.
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Agnes does not reappear until chapter sixty-two,
which is, perhaps, the climax of both Agnes' and David's
lives.

When Aunt Betsey hints that Agnes is getting mar

ried, David rushes to cthe Wickfield.S I to learn more from
Agnes.

He pleads, "' If you can trust me, as you say you

can, and as I know you may, let me be your friend, your
brother, in this matter, of all othersl'" (XIX-XX, 62,
p. 934).

Here, the reader notes Agnes' dismay.

David but fears he feels differently about her.

She loves
Yet, she

still will not assert herself and tell him how she really
feels: "With an appealing, almost reproachful, glance,
she rose from the window; and hurrying across the room as
if without knowing where, put her hands before her face,
and burst into such tears as smote me to the heart (XIX
XX, 62 , p. 934) •
Unfortunately, Agnes' emotions, which have been re
pressed for so long, overtake her, and her weakness dur
ing such a crucial moment undermines all of the strengths
she has heretofore displayed.

Instead of voicing her

feelings, Agnes tells David, "' I cannot reveal
or divide it.

my secret ,

It has long been mine, and must remain mine"'

(XIX-XX, 62,p. 935).

Obviously, Agnes is willing to lose

David and remain a secluded spinster rather than stand up
for herself.

However, David finally reveals to Agnes his

love for her, after which Agnes admits, "'I have loved you
all my lifel'" (XIX-XX, 62, p. 937).
Within two weeks, David

and Agnes are married, and

David cherishes the treasure who made the mature, respon-
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sible man he now is:

"Clasped in my embrace, I held the

source of every worthy aspiration I had ever had; the
centre of myself, the circle of my life, my own, my wife;

my love of whom was founded on a rockl" (XIX-XX, 62, p.938).

As the novel ends, David and Agnes have been married for
ten years and are r�ising a family.

Although David has

achieved great fame and fortune from his writing, he con
tinues to place Agnes on a pedestal, above everyone and

everything else, and his final paragraph praises his wife:
''0 Agnes, O my soul, so may thy face be by me when I close
my life indeed; so may I, when realities are melting from
�e, like the shadows which I now dismiss, still find thee
near me, pointing upwardl"(XIX-XX, 64, p. 950).

Thus closes David Copperfield, reminding the reader
one last time of Agnes' guidance, influence, and importance
to David's growth from boyhood to manhood.

Through Agnes

Wickfield, Dickens certainly provides some relief from the
typical Victorian woman.

Agnes' intelligence and sensi

bility present a step toward feminine independence, and

Dickens' use of serial installments, which portray Agnes

as an almost unseen prevailing influence, makes the reader

ever-mindful of Agnes' importance in David's development.
By opening and closing installments with appearances by

and references to Agnes, Dickens keeps her alive through

out the novel.

Furthermore, David's thoughts of Agnes also

keep her alive for the reader.
Nevertheless, Dickens leaves the role of the Victorian
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woman virtually unchanged.
complete individual.

Agnes never develops into a

Although she is the major influence

on David's growth, she is not one of the novel's major
active characters.

Agnes' active role in the novel is

limited, as she appears mainly through David's thoughts.
When Agnes does make an active appearance, it is often
brief, and at other times, she remains in the background.
Furthermore, Agnes' weaknesses frequently outweigh her
strengths.

Agnes seems to lose control over a situation

which directly involves herself, and instead of standing
up for her own feelings, Agnes performs as a nineteenth
century woman was expected to perform.

Hence, in 1849-

1850, Dickens ultimately fails to challenge his readers'
stereotypes.

Part Two: Little Dorrit <1855-1857):
An Awakening

From December, 1855, to June, 1857, Dickens again
employed the serial installment method to publish his
novel Little Dorrit.

Appearing five years after David

Copperfield, Little Dorrit conveys a major change in
Dickens' portrayal of the Victorian woman.

The novel's

title itself implies that the major character is a woman,
and Little Dorrit is indeed the novel's heroine.

Ini

tially, Little Dorrit seems in some ways to be an average
Victorian woman.

Like Agnes Wickfield, she is passive

and secluded from the world.

Little Dorrit's life also

revolves around her father; she is extremely devoted to
him, just as Agnes was devoted to Mr. Wickfield.

Fur

thermore, Little Dorrit does display an unusual sense of
intelligence and practicality which again links her to
Agnes.

Little Dorrit also acts as the chief influence

on a man's life--namely, Arthur Clennam's.
Although Little Dorrit and Agnes are similar in
many ways, Little Dorrit is the major character in her
novel and, therefore, does develop into an individual-
into a woman of strength and aggressiveness--whereas
Agnes always remains in the shadows.

Unlike Agnes,

Little Dorrit appears either actively (See Appendixes
C and D) or through an allusion (See Appendix B) in all
of the installments.

In addition, Little Dorrit's

appearances are more extended than Agnes' were, so the
reader is always aware of Little Dorrit's essential role
in the novel.

Many of Little Dorrit's important appear

ances--like Agnes'--occur in either the first or last
· chapter of an installment, thus enhancing the reader's
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awareness of her prevailing presence in the novel.
The reader does not see anything of Little Dorrit
until chapter three of the first installment (December,
1855).

When Arthur Clennam returns to London from China

after a twenty-year absence, he visits his mother who
has secluded herself from the world in h r own re �m r·,r
twAlv� year·s.

�allowing a brief meeting with his mother,

Arthur asks Affrey, the maid, about the girl he noticed
"'almost hidden in the dark corner'" of Mrs. Clennam's
room.

Affrey replies, ''"Ohl

She?

nothing; she's a whim of hers.'" B

Little Dorrit?

She's

Thus, the reader's

first knowledge of Little Dorrit is unimpressive.

She

is described as almost inhuman--an insignificant "whim''
concealed by the shadows.

Nevertheless,

this mention of

Little Dorrit at the end of installment one implies that
she is more than a "whim."

If not, Dickens would not have

bothered to have Arthur mention her.
The reader learns more about Little Dorrit as in
stallment two opens (January, 1856).

During his second

day in London, Arthur discovers that Little Dorrit is
employed to do needlework for his mother.

Again Little

Dorrit appears through Arthur's references to her, for
he notes her shy, child-like appearance although she is
actually a young woman:
. . • Arthur found that her diminutive figure,
small features, and slight spare dress, gave
her the appearances of being much younger than
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she was. A woman, probably of not less than
two-and-twenty, she might have been passed in
the street for little more than half that age.
Not that her face was very youthful, for in
truth there was more consideration and care in
it than naturally belonged to her utmost years;
but she was so little and light, so noiseless
and shy, and appeared so conscious of being
out of place among the three hard elders, that
she had all the manner and much of the appear
ance of a subdued child (II, 5, p. 93).
At this point, Little Dorrit seems no different in her essen
tial characteristics from any other Victorian woman.
describes her as a frail and timid little creature.

Arthur
Never

theless, the reader realizes that Little Dorrit will become
more than just a bystander because at the end of the chapter,
Arthur "resolve s to watch Little Dorrit and know more of her
story" (II,5, p. 96).
However, the reader discovers the secrets of Little
Dorrit's past before Arthur does.

Chapters six and seven

of the second installment relate Little Dorrit's story.

Here,

the reader learns that Mr. Dorrit is a prisoner in the Mar
shalsea.

Although Little Dorrit is the youngest of three

children, she is the head of the family.

Dickens points out

that regardless of her child-like appearance, Little Dorrit
"took the place of the eldest of the three, in all things
but precedence; was the head of the fallen family; and bore,
in her own heart, its anxieties and shames" (II, 7, pp. 111112).

Moreover, Little Dorrit received her education by

attending night classes and had learned how to manage the
family's budget by the age of thirteen.

Like Agnes•, Little

Dorrit's sense of business sets her apart from the average
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woman of her day.

As chapter seven closes, Arthur secretly

follows Little Dorrit home from Mrs. Clennam's in order to
find out where she lives.
In the final chapter of installment two, Arthur meets
Frederick Dorrit, Little Dorrit's uncle, who escorts him to

the Dorrits' chambers.

Little Dorrit's embarassment when she

sees Arthur is obvious.

However, Arthur does not think ill

of her because of her background.
her devotion to her father:

Instead, he is touched by

"Her look at her father, half

admiring him and proud, half-ashamed of him, all devoted and
loving, went to his inmost heart" (II, 8, p. 122).

Like

Agnes, Little Dorrit has devoted her entire life to her fa
ther's welfare.

After leaving the Dorrits', Arthur finds he has been

locked inside the prison, so he must spend the night in the
Marshalsea.

The third installment (February, 1856) opens on

the morning following Arthur's brief imprisonment.

Arthur

sends Little Dorrit a message, asking her to meet him at
the prison gate.

When she arrives, she and Arthur wa+k to

the Iron Bridge, where Arthur notes that "Little Dorrit seem

ed the least, the quietest, and weakest of Heaven's creatures"
(III, 9, p. 137).

Thus, Arthur continues to refer to Little

Dorrit as a helpless child, but his sympathies underestimate
her strengths, for the reader already realizes tha t Little
Dorrit is much stronger and more resourceful than a Victorian
woman was expected to be.

While on the bridge, Arthur continues to show the read-
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er his growing interest in Little Dorrit when he tells her
of his intentions to free Tip (Little Dorrit's brother) from
the Marshalsea. ·On the way back to the prison. Arthur and
Little Dorrit encounter Maggy, a ten-year-old child trapped
inside the body of a twenty-eight-year-old woman.

Arthur

immediately notices Maggy's attachment to Little Dorrit. whom
she calls "Little Mother�••

Hence, Little Dorrit's maturity

and loving patience not only make her a mother-figure in the
Dorrit household but influence other characters as well.
Little Dorrit has certainly influenced Arthur because

he fights the confusion of the Circumlocution Office until
he has Tip freed.

Then, in the opening chapter of install

ment four (March, 1856). Arthur visits Little Dorrit's friends,

the Plornishes, and asks them to alert him to any way in
which he may assist Little Dorrit.

Little Dorrit reappears at the end of chapter thirteen

in installment four.

As Arthur sits in his Covent Garden lod

gings one night, Little Dorrit comes to his door.

In the

final chapter of installment four, the reader learns that

Little Dorrit, accompanied by Ma ggy, has come to thank Arthur
for arranging Tip's freedom.

Furthermore, Little Dorrit in

forms Arthur that her father thinks she is at a party, where
as she ha� actually attended the theatre in which her sister,
Fanny, is performing before visiting Arthur.

Little Dorrit

confesses that this night is her first outside of the prison:
"'It is the first night,' said Little Dorrit, 'that I have
ever been away from home.

And London looks so large, so bar-
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ren, and so wild.'"

Arthur notes that "In Little Dorrit's

eyes, its vastness under the black sky was awful; a tremor
passed over her as she said the words" (IV, 14, p. 212).
This passage not only emphasizes Little Dorrit's innocence
but also her seclusion from the rest of the world.

Even

though Little Dorrit exhibits stereotypical characteristics
here, she conveys her ability to be independent when she
and Maggy return to the Marshalsea and find that they are
locked out.

Little Dorrit assures Maggy of their safety

and takes control of their uncomfortable situation.

After

wandering about the London streets all night, Little Dorrit
and Maggy find refuge in a church at daylight.

They rest

here until time for the Marshalsea gates to open.

Thus,

Little Dorrit illustrates that she can rely on her ration
ality outside her small, protective world of the Marshalsea.
Little Dorrit makes no more major appearances until

the end of installment five (April, 1856).

However, the

early chapters of this installment stress both her import~
ance to the plot development and her influence on Arthur.

In the first chapter, Affery "dreams" of an argument over

a strongbox between Mrs. Clennam and Flintwich, Affery's
wicked husband.

The argument shifts to Little Dorrit's

employment which Flintwich feels should be terminated,

Yet, Mrs. Clennam supports Little Dorrit, making the read
er wonder why she is so important to Mrs. Clennam.

Al

though Little Dorrit is absent from the following chapter,
she is the main subject of Arthur's thoughts as he travels
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to Twickenham to visit the Meagles whom he met on his voyage
back to London:

Little Dorrit was a leading and a constant
subject: for the circumstances of his life,
united to those of her own story, presented
the little creature to him as the only per
son between whom and himself there were ties
of innocent reliance on one hand, and affec
tionate protection on the other; ties of com
passion, respect, unselfish interest, grati
tude, and pity • • • he regarded her, in
that perspective, as his adopted daughter,
his poor child of the Marshalsea hushed to
rest (V, 16, p. 231).

Obviously, Little Dorrit's innocence and unselfish goodness
have greatly influenced Arthur.

Furthermore, he thinks of

her as his adopted daughter, just as David regarded Agnes as
his adopted sister.

Although Arthur fails·to realize that

Little Dorrit is not the child he thinks she is, the reader

does realize that Little Dorrit is a woman.

In the final chapter of installment five, the reader

is made more aware of her identity as a woman when he dis

covers that Little Dorrit has an admirer--John Chivery, the
turnkey's son.

When John reveals his love to Little Dorrit,

she rejects him.

Little Dorrit unhesitatingly speaks her

mind to John by asking him never to think of her or come in
search of her again.

Even though Little Dorrit is firm in

her rejection, she also employs her usual polite kindness:
"'And good-bye, John,' said Little Dorrit.

'And I hope you

will have a good wife one day, and be a happy man.

I am sure

you will deserve to be happy, and you will be, John"' (V, 18,

p. 263).

Thus, Little Dorrit illustrates that she can voice

her own feelings without apologizing for them as Agnes did in
David Copperfield.
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As installment six (May, 1856) opens, Mr. Dorrit main
tains his position of power as Father of the Marshalsea out
side his chambers, but inside with Little Dorrit, he exhibits
a state of depression, mourning over his fajlures in life.
However, the devoted Little Dorrit,patiently comforts her
father.

Dickens points out that although she is deeply hurt

by Mr. Dorrit's sadness, ''Little Dorrit, though of the unhero
ic modern stock and mere English, did much more, in comforting
her father's wasted heart upon her innocent breast, and turn
ing to it a fountain of love and fidelity that never ran dry

or waned through all his years of famine" (Vr,·19, p. 274).
This scene also conveys Little Dorrit's strengths.

Even though

she has spent her whole life in the Marshalsea, devoting her

time to her family and having few friends or pleasures of her

own, she remains a happy, loving daughter and does not attempt
to seek material pleasures--although she is aware of her own

needs--as the pretentious Fanny does.

In fact, Little Dorrit is shocked by Fanny's behavior

in the following chapter when she accompanies her sister to
Mrs. Merdle's house.

Mrs. Merdle, one of London society's

most admired women, offers Fanny a bracelet in order to keep

the young woman from marrying her son, Edmund Sparkler.

After

the sisters leave, Little Dorrit exclaims, "'I am so sorry-
don't be hurt--but, since you ask me what I have to say, I
am so very sorry, Fanny, that you suffered this lady to give

you anything'" (VI, 20, p. 289).

Perhaps this incident illu

strates Little Dorrit's innocence, but at the sa me time, it
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emphasizes her maturity.

To Little Dorrit's remarks� Fanny

repli.es, "'You have no self-respect� you have no becoming pride'"

'(VI, 20, p. 239).

However, Little Dorrit's disapproval of

Fanny's accepting a bribe proves that she--not Fanny--does possess
self-respect and pride, the characteristics of a mature and admira
ble inctividual.
After her short trip with Fanny, Littl e Dorrit does not
reappear until the last chapter of installment six.

When

Mrs. Chi.very informs Arth�r of John's love for Little Dorrit,

Arthur points but to the read�r Little Oorrit's air bf. divinity:
Still, her youthful and ethereal appearance, her
timid manner, the charm of her sensitive voice
and eyes, the very many respects 'n which she
had interested him out of her own individuality,
and the stron� difference between herself and
those about her, were not in unison, and were
determined not to be in unison with this newly
presented idea [pf making a "domesticated fairy
of her, (VI, 22, p. 305).
This passage conveys Little Dorrjt's almost divine influence
on Arthur, which is similar to Agnes' influen eon David.
Although Arthur acknowledges Little D orr·t•s individuality,
which 1JltimateJy separates her from the Victor·an female
stereotype, �e still fails to

ee her as a woman.

reBder is aware of Little Dorrit'
sees her as a sexless fairy-chi d.

While the

needs as a womRn, Arthur
Furthermore, while Arthur

m�inly reco�nizes her senseof morality, the reader recognizes
her strengths as well--such as her distaste for material rewards
(from the episode with Fanny) and her ability to stand up for her
own feelings (as in the episode with young John).

At this point,

the reader reali�es that Little Dorrit has the potential to become an a�c,
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gressive woman even though Arthur still refers to her as a
timid, almost unearthly, child.
Little Dorrit again conveys her individuality later
in the same chapter when she and Arthur are on the Iron Bridge.

Maggy delivers letters to Arthur from Mr. Dorrit and Tip and
both ask Arthur for money.

Dismayed by their lack of pride,

Little Dorrit insists that she should never leave the prison,
for "'When I am gone, they pervert'" (VI, 22, p. JOB).

Little Dorrit is obviously the only family member who does
not have self-respect despite the other Dorrits' noble preten
sions.

Little Dorrit also realizes how important she is to

her family and is not too meek to admit it.

Furthermore, as

the installment closes, Arthur wonders why the previous inci
dent distressed Little Dorrit "so much so, and in that unre
strainable way" (VI,22, p. 309).

He further speculates that

"Something had made her keenly and additionally sensitive just

now u and wonders if there was "some one in the hopeless unat-

tainable distance" (VI,22, p. 309).

While Arthur pities Lit

tle Dorrit's misfortunes, Dickens reveals to the reader that

"Little Dorrit thought of him--too faithfully, ah, too faith

fullyl--in the shadow of the Marshalsea wall" (VI, 22, p. J09).

Little Dorrit feels deeply about Arthur; however, she has yet
to become a woman bold enough to voice all of her inner feel
ings.

The reader does not see Little Dorrit again until chap

ter twenty-four, the second chapter of installment seven (June,

1856).

Here, Little Dorrit•goes to work for Flora Casby Finch-

JO
ing, who employs her as a favor to Arthur, Flora's childhood
love.

While at the Casbys•, Little Dorrit meets Pancks, Mre

Casby's collector in Bleeding Heart Yard.

Pancks presents

himself as a fortuneteller and proceeds to read Little Dor
rit's palm.

To her surprise, Pancks reveals that she will

live to see a fortune.

Since Pancks has previously express

,d an interest ln the Dorri ts to Arthu.r, the reader wondr�rs
what the furture holds for Little Dorrit.

However, Pancks

remains secretive and asks Little Dorrit not to recognize
him if she sees him in publice

After Little Dorrit returns home from work, Arthur

comes to the Marshalsea.

Yet, Little Dorrit excuses her

self from his company_ by sending Maggy to tell him that she
is not well.

Little Dorrit is still too embarassed from her

last meeting with Arthur to face him again so soon.

As she

sits with Maggy in her room, she sees Pancks enter the Mar

shalsea, and the reader again ponders over his interest in
the Dorrits.

Dickens continues this line of thought in the

installme nt's final chaptere

Pancks, Mr. and Mrs. Rugg {his

landlords), and John Chivery are involved in a mysterious

conspiracy which focuses on the Dorri ts, for Pancks refers

to Little.Dorrit several times as they carry on their secret

meeting.

Although Little Dorrit plays no major, active role

in the eighth installment (July, 1856), the reader is ever

aware of her importance to the novel.

Amid Arthur's pre

vailing but hopeless love for Pet Meagles, he contin ues to
think about Little Dorrit.

He worries about Pancks' unex-
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plained interest in Little Dorrit.

In addition, he misses

Little Dorrit, who still avoids him and remains in the con
fines of her room, thus secluding herself even more from the
outside world.
However, during the final chapter of installment eight,
Little Dorrit shows her influence on others once more.

Pancks

arrives at Mrs. Clennam•s one day while Little Dorrit is work
ing there.

Although he says nothing to Little Dorrit, Mrs.

Clennam asks her what she knows of him because Mrs. Clennam
professes that she has a deep concern for Little Dorr·t.

Lit

tle Dorrit replies that she knows nothing about Pancks and con
firms her gratefulness for Mrs. Clennam's concern.

In a rare

moment, Mrs. Clennam kisses Little Dorrit: "Mrs. Clennam,

with a gentleness of which the dreaming Affery had never dream

ed her to be capable, drew down the face of her little seam

stress, and kissed her on the forehead" (VIII, 29, p. 392).

Hence, the reader witnesses how Little Dorrit's goodness can
touch even Mrs. Clennam.

Yet, because Mrs. Clennam is gener

ally bitter and insensitive, the reader suspects that Mrs.

Clennam has some hidden motive--other than concern for the

needy--in helping Little Dorrit.

The reader learns more about Little Dorrit in the last

chapter of installment nine (August, 1856).

Arthur visits

the Dorrits one night, and after dinner, he is left alone in
the apartment with Little Dorrit and Maggy.

Still regarding

Little Dorrit as his adopted daughter, Arthur tells her about

his lost love, Pet, and adds that he is too old to search for
a future love.

Dickens acknowledges Little Dorrit's feeling

of hurt as a result of Arthur's remarks.

Furthermore, Dick-

J2
ens in orms th� reader of Little Dorrit's love for Arthur,
but Arthur fails to see her love for him:
He heard the thrill in her voice, he saw
her earnest face, he saw her clear true eyes,
he saw the quickened bosom that would have joy
fully thrown itself before him to receive a mor
tal wound directed at his breast, with the dying
cry, 'I love himl • and the remotest suspicion
of the truth never dawned upon his mind. No.
He saw the devoted little creature with her worn
shoes, in her common dress, in her jail-home;
a slender child in body, a strong heroine in
soul; and the light of her domestic story made a
all else dark to him (IX, 32, p. 4JJ).

Midway through the novel, the reader knows that Little Dorr·t
loves Arthur.

However, even though Arthur admires her strength,

he still regards her as a child, and Little Dorrit--much like

Agnes at the end of David Copperfield--cannot openly express
her love for Arthur.

Nevertheless, the reader speculates about

Little Dorrit's and Arthur's eventual marriage since the novel
is, at this point, only halfway finished.

More important, the

reader wonders if Little Dorrit will become bold enough to pro
claim her love later in the novel.
The reader, however, will have more questions concern

ing Little Dorrit to consider at the close of installment nine.

Pancks arrives at the Marshalsea and takes Arthur outside where
Mr. Rugg is waiting.

When Pancks and Rugg produce two packets

of papers for Arthur to study, the reader infers that Little
Dorrit's fortune is materializing,
Clennam.

"'You shall tell her, Mr.

Not till we give you leave.

tal, Mr. Rugg?

Ohl

Here we arel

you'll have to break to her.

Where's that rough to

There sirl

That's what

ThRt man's your Father of the

Marshalseal "' (IX, 32, p. 439).

As a. '.result of Pancks'
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choppy, excited remarks, the reader suspects that Little Dor
rit's fortune is good, but the installment reader had to wait
a month for the answers to his questions.
The first two chapters of installment ten (September,

1856) involve Pet Meagles• and Henry Gowan's engagement and
wedding.

Finally, in chapter thirty-five, Pancks reveals to

Arthur Little Dorrit's fortune:

Mr. Dorrit is heir to an es

tate which will make him extremely rich and free him from the

Marshalsea.

When Arthur informs Little Dorrit of her great

fortune, she faints--as the average Victorian woman would do
upon learning such shocking news.

In her happiness, Little

Dorrit thinks only of her father:

"As he kissed her, she

turned her head towards his shoulder, and raised her arm to

wards his neck; cried out 'Fatherl Fatherl Fatherl • and swoon

ed away" (X, 35, p. 465).

When she and Arthur tell Mr. Dorrit

of the news, Little Dorrit exclaims,
never saw him yet.
clouds cleared away.

"'I shall see him as I

I shall see my dear love, with the dark

I shall see him, as my poor mother saw

him long ago'" (X, 35, p. 469).

Thus, regardless of her weak

ness here, Little Dorrit's unselfish concern for her father is
admirable.
As installment ten--and Book I--ends, the Dorrits are
preparing to leave the Marshalsea.

Amid the confusion and

festivity surrounding their departure, Little Dorrit is for
gotten:

"They had all trusted to finding her, as they had

always done, quietly in the right place at the right moment.
This going away was perhaps the very first action of their
joint lives that they had �ot through without her" (X, J6,

J4

p.4BO).

Here, the Dorrits, who have always relied on Little

Dorrit's guidance in the past, prove that they have taken ad

vantage of their devoted guardian.,when they forget about her
during their moment of glamour.

Arthur remembers Little Dor

rit, though, and finds her in her room where she has fainted
once more.

Although Little Dorrit still exhibits stereotyp

ical characteristics (by fainting) at the end of Book I, Dick

ens also emphasizes her individuality.

Unlike the other Dor

rits, Little Dorrit has yet to be changed by their fortune,
for as the disgraced Fanny notes, she is still "'in her ugly

old shabby dress'

0

(X, J6, p. 480).

At this point, Little

Dorrit is the same "Child of the Marshalsea•; she has always

been, and the reader is left suspecting that she will remain

unchanged in Book II.

As installment eleven (October, 1856)--and Book II-

opens, the Dorrits, the Gowans, and the evil Rigaud are tour

ing the Swiss Alps.

The reader sees a familiar figure nurs

in� Pet Gowan, who suffered an acciden t earlier in the day.

Although this person remains unnamed, the reader knows it

is Little Dorrit.

Thus, the reader assures himself that Lit

tle Dorrit has not changed even though Mr. Dorrit, Fanny and

Tip have been affected by their recent inheritance.

scold Little Dorrit for nursing Pet "'like a menial,'

Fanny exclaims (XI, 3, p. 506).

They
0

as

Even Mr. Dorrit advises Lit

tle Dorrit to remain aware of her high position in society:
" 'Therefore, your not exposi. ng yourself t o the remark s of

our attendants by appearing to have at any time dispensed
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with their services and performed them for yourself, is--ha-
highly important'" {XI, 3, p. 508).

Obviously, Little Dorrit

is the only one of the four who has not been tainted by wealth,
and as a result, she maintains her individuality.

The family travels on to Venice, and Little Dorrit views

her new life as a dream.

She misses her close relationship

with her father that had made her so happy in the Marshalsea.
Furthermore, Little Dorrit feels completely misplaced in the

Dorrits• new extravagant lifestyle:

"The family began a gay

life, went here and there, and turned night into day; but she

was timid of joining in their gaieties, and only asked leave
to be left alone'' (XI, 3, p. 519).

While the other Dorr·ts

revel in their wealth, Little Dorrit dreams of the Marshalsea,
missing her old friends and duties.

Little Dorrit is still

somewhat secluded but only because she wants to be, thus rein
forcing her individuality.
The final chapter of installment eleven is a letter from

Little Dorrit to Arthur.

Little Dorrit writes of the growing

distance between herself and her father, and, more important,

she entreats Arthur to remember her "only as the little shabby
girl" of the Marshalsea and not "as the daughter of a rich

person" (XI, 4, p. 524).

Therefore, at the end of another in

stallment, Dickens leaves the reader realizing not only that

Little Dorrit will retain her i ndividuality but also that her

importance to Arthur will continue, regardless of their sep
aration.

Furthermore. the fact that Little Dorrit herself is

holding on to her friendship with Arthur (by writing to hlm) is
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a sign of her increasing self-assertion, especially since Mr.
Dorrit has denounced her friendship with Arthur.
In the jnitial chapter of installment twelve (November,
1856), Mr. Dorrit discusses Little Dorrit's failure to fit in
to their society with Mrs. General, the girls' teacher and
chaperon.

When confronted with this problem, Little Dorrit

promises her father that she will try to fit in.

Thus, in or

der to please her father, Little Dorrit--like the avera�e Vic
torian woman--will not voice her own true feelings.

Indeed,

she lacks the boldness to speak out for herself when she is
with the two most important people in her life--Arthur and Mr.
Instead, in this case, Uncle Frederick stands up for

Dorrit.

Little Dorrit after she leaves the breakfast table.

He scolds

Mr. Dorrit, Tip, and Fanny for being ungrateful to Little Dor�
rit after all that she has done for them:
'Brother, I protest against pride. I protest
against ingratitude. I protest against any one
of us here who have known what we have known,
and have seen what we have seen, setting up any
pretention that put Amy at a moment�s disadvan
tage, or to the cost of a moment's pain' (XII,
5, P, 538).

Undoubtedly, Little Dorrit has greatly influenced Frederick-
another man--over the past years, for this moment of rage is
rare for the little uncle who is usually so quiet and so
dominated by brother.

Frederick's outburst upsets Fanny so

much that she pampers Little Dorrit excessively from this
point on.
However, Little Dorrit, who is now in Rome with her
fam·ly, continues to miss her old life, and the scene shifts
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to London in installment thirteen (December, 1856) where Ar

thur, too, misses Little Dorrit.

He confesses that "He knew

to the full extent only through experience, what a large place
in his life was left blank when her familiar little figure

went out of it" (XIII, 8, pp. 572-573).

Nevertheless, Arthur

still refers to Little Dorrit as "his innocent friend, his del

icate child," and "he speculated about her future destiny, and

about the husband she might have • • • " (XIII, 8, p. 573).

Like David, Arthur does not realize that Little Dorrit loves
him, nor does he foresee their marriage even though the reader
does.

After this reference to her at the beginning of the in

stallment, Little Dorrit does not reappear until the final chap
ter of installment thirteen when she again writes to Arthur.
In this letter, Little Dorrit writes of her homesickness,
a�ain emphasizing that despite her wealth and worldly adven

tures, she has not changed from the little creature of the

Marshalsea.

Thus, even though the scene shifts from Rome to

London, Dickens keeps the reader aware of Little Dorrit's im

portance to Arthur and to the novel in general.

Little Dorrit does not appear again until the last chap

ter of installment fourteen (January, 1857).

Here, Dickens

conveys the contrast between Little Dorrit and Fanny.
regards herself as

Fanny

.1hft woman of society, but in reality, she

is deceitful and pretentious.

While discussing with Little

Dorrit her possible engagement to Edmund Sparkler, Fanny ad
mits that she would marry him only because of his great wealth

and high position(after all, he is the Merdles' son).

By ad

vising Fanny to marry for love, Little Dorrit again illus-

JS
trates her ability to think and speak rationally.

Neverthe

less, the flighty and totally irrational Fanny is not influ
enced by Little Dorrit's advice.

Yet, Little Dorrit finally stands up for herself in in

stallment fifteen (February, 1857).

Following Fanny's wedding,

Mr. Dorrit expresses his desire to find a husband for Little
Dorrit, but this time she does not strive to please her father.
Instead, she asks him not to find a husband for her: "'Oh nol

Let me stay with you.

I beg and pray that I may stay with youl

I want· nothing but to stay and take care of youl '" (XV, 15,
p. 669).

As a result of Little Dorrit's bold plea, the reader

wonders if perhaps Little Dorrit's love for Arthur will ulti
mately make her a woman of stronger opinions.

On this note,

the novel again shifts to London.
Little Dorrit next appears in the opening chapter of
installment sixteen (March, 1857).

Returning to Rome from a

visit in London, Mr. Dorrit finds Little Dorrit and Frederick

sitting in a draped alcove before a fire, much as she and Mr.
Dorrit used to sit in the Marshalsea.

Feeling a pang of jeal

ousy, Mr. Dorrit sends Frederick to bed, insisting that his

brother has grown quite feeble and needs rest.

Mr. Dorrit

then takes Frederick's place and lets Little Dorrit serve his
supper there.

As Dickens notes,

0

All this happened r!low, for

-the first time since their accession to wealth" (XVI, 19,
p, 702).

Although Mr. Dorrit boasts of his wealth and posi

tion, his daughter's loving influence prevails, and he reflects
on his Marshalsea days.

However, he fights his memories by
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askins; Little Dorrit not to help him to bed--"'I am your
father, not your infirm unclel '"--and by insisting again
that he must find a husband for her (XVI, 19, p. 704).
Two days later, Mr. Dorrit and Little Dorrit attend

Mrs. Merdle's farewell dinner.

Mr. Dorrit, whose mental

and physical conditions have been rapidly weakening since

his return, suffers a total breakdown at the dinner and
believes he is back in the Marshalsea.

Unaware of his

present company, Mr. Dorrit pathetically reveals his past

life to all of Mrs. Merdle's guests.

Little Dorrit, how

ever, remains the devoted daughter she has been through

out the novel.

Instead of being disgraced--as Fanny

would be--by her father's conduct, Little Dorrit is only
concerned about her father's welfare:

shamed of it, or ashamed of him.

"She was not a

She was pale and fright

ened; but she had no other care than to soothe him and
get away, for his own dear sake" (XVI, 19, p. 709).

Lit

tle Dorrit illustrates her ability to take control of this

touchy situation as she manages to escort her father away

from the party.

Indeed, Little Dorrit's guidance aids

the family once more in a time of need.

Little Dorrit

continues to nurse her father for ten days; however, he

dies, still believing he is in the Marshalsea.

After this tragic scene, Little Dorrit does not

actively reappear until installment eighteen.

During her

absence, in installment seventeen (April, 1857), Arthur

searches for information concerning his mother's connec-
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tion with the villainous Rigaud.

Moreover, Mr. Merdle commits

suicide, and his shocked admirers discover that he achieved
his wealth and power through forgery and robbery.

As a result,

of Merdle's malpractice, Arthur loses everything and is impri
soned in the Marshalsea.

Despite his problems, Arthur does

not forget Little Dorrit.

In fact, once he is settled into

the Dorrits' old chambers, his first thoughts are of his de
voted friend:

"'Her absence in his altered fortunes made it,

and him in it, so very desolate and so much in need of such a
face of love and truth, that he turned against the wall to
weep, sobbing out, as his heart relieved itself, •o my Lit-

tle Dorritl '" (XVII, 26, p. 786).

Hence, Little Dorrit re

mains the chief influence in Arthur's life, regardless of
their long separation.

Furthermore, Dickens again leaves the

reader at the end of an installment speculating about Little
Dorrit's and Arthur's future.

Although Little Dorrit has

not appeared since the middle of installment sixteen, Arthur's
reference to her at the end of installment seventeen further
reinforces her importance to him and to the novel.

As installment eighteen (May, 1857) opens, Arthur con

tinues to think of Little Dorrit and points out how "the dear
little creature had influenced his better resol ·tions" (XVIII,

27, p. 787).

At this point, young John Chivery reveals to Ar

thur Little Dorrit's love for him.
limited.

Arthur's amazement is un

Since he has always regarded Little Dorrit as his

adopted daughter, he has never suspected that she loves him or
anyone else--as he has yet to see her as a woman with needs of
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her own.

Furthermore, Arthur does not understand his feelings

for Little Dorrit until he discovers how she feels about him.
By the end of installment eighteen, Arthur's severe de
pression has made him quite ill.

Yet, Little Dorrit (along

with Maggy) arrives at the Marshalsea and the mere sight of
her eases Arthur's illness.

He notices immediately that she

has not changed since he last saw her:
and unspoiled by Fortune.

"So faithful, tender,

In the sound of her voice, in the

light of her eyes, in the touch of her hands, so angelically
comforting and truel" (XVIII, 29, p. 825).
Dorrit is wearing her old, shabby dress.

Moreover, Little
Later in the same

day, Little Dorrit proposes to Arthur-�by offering him her
fortune so he may be freed:

"'But, pray, pray, pray, do not

turn from your Little Dorrit, now, in your afflictionl

Pray,

pray, pray, I beg you and implore you with all my grieving
heart, my friend--dearl--take all I have, and make it a Bless
ing to mel '" (XVIII, 29, p. 828).
her offer.

Arthur, however, refuses

Thus, at the end of installment eighteen, Little

Dorrit illustrates that her love and concern for Arthur have

made her aggressive and have certainly set her apart from
other Victorian women.

Although she has yet to express her

love for Arthur openly, after she leaves the prison, she sends
John to deliver to.Arthur the message ''' that his Little
Dorrit sent him her undying love''' (XVIII, 29, p. 831).

In June, 1857, Dickens published the final, double,

installment of Little Dorrit. Hence, after a readine period
of eighteen months, the nin8teenth-century reader finally
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receives the answers to many questions and discovers that many
past speculations were accurate.

Since Little Dorrit is the

novel's major character, the reader has wondered how she ties

in with the on-running story of Rigaud.

The initial chapter

of the last installment explains th·s corn1e tin.

Mrs. C1enria

reveals that Arthur was actually born to her husband's mis
tress, a sin�er, but she took Arthur as her own and sent her
husband to China.

To compensate for the mistress' suffering,

Mrs. Clennam promised, in writing, to give the woman's patron's
youngest dau�hter or niece--if he had no daughter--one thou
sand guineas.

Since Frederick Dorrit was the patron, Little

Dorrit should have received the money.

Thus, the reader now

understands why Mrs. Clennam showed such a great interest in
Little Dorrit.

Her interest was not one of concern but one of

greed, for Mrs. Clennam felt that Little Dorrit would profit

more from working than from receivine the money in a lump sum.
More important, however, is the fact that Rigaud ob

tained possession of the documents which explain Mrs. Clennam's
story and which the evil woman believed had been destroyed.

Furthermore, Rigaud gave Little Dorrit a copy of the papers

and told her to read them if they were not reclaimed before
the prison bell finished ringing that n'ght.

Therefore, Lit

tle Dorrit, though innocent of the scheme, is the center of
R"�aud's plan to blackmail Mrs. Clennam.

The reader now rea

lizes that regardless of her absences throughout much of
Book II, L ittle Dorrit has been the center of all plot devel
opment, which sets her apart from Agnes who always remained
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in the background in David Copperfield.

After hearing Rigaud's

plan for blackmail, Mrs. Clennam rushes madly from her house to
the Marshalsea.

She asks Little Dorrit to read the documents

but to conceal their contents from Arthur until after her death.
As usual, the kind-hearted tittle Dorrit complies with both re
quests, thus ruining Rigaud's evil scheme.

Dickens' portrayal

of Little Dorrit as the center of all plot development is im
portant for the Victorian woman.

Unlike Agnes, Little Dorrit

is always at the forefront of the novel.

As a result, she does

have the chance to develop into a woman of action, and the read

er soon sees her new-found sense of self-awareness.

As the novel's end draws near, Little Dorrit has re

sumed her old role but with new dimensions.

In the Marshalsea,

she devotes her time to Arthur just as she tended to her father.

However, Little Dorrit is quite different fromt,the little girl
she was at the beginning of the novel.

Although she was prac

tical and resourceful then, she is now more experienced, more

worldly, and more assertive.

Whereas Arthur helped to free

the Dorrits in Book I, Little Dorrit is now instrumental in
freeing Arthur. She writes Mr. Meagles about Arthur's broken

condition and about Mrs. Clennam's original documents which are

still at large.

As a result of her correspondence, Mr. Meagles

tracks down the strongbox containing the documents. and d�livers
them to Little Dorrit.
Furthermore, in the final chapter of the novel, Little

Dorrit again proposes to Arthur--a notable difference from

A�nes• unwillingness to express her love for David.

When Ar

thur learns that Mr. Dorrit's money had been invested with
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Merdle and is now lost, he accepts Little Dorrit's proposal.
Little Dorrit, of course, is overjoyed:
�Never to part, my dearest Arthur; never any
more, until the lastl I never was rich before,
I never was proud before, I never was happy be
fore, I am rich in being taken by you, I am
proud in having been resigned by you, I am happy
in being with you in the prison, as I should be
happy in coming back to it with you, if it should
be the will of GOD, and comforting and serving
you with all my love and truth' (XIX-XX, J4, p. 886).
At last.Little Dorrit has found true happiness by asserting her
self.

Notably important, her repeated use of "I" in this pas

sage illustrates her self-awareness.

I

Moreover, by voicing her

feelings, Little Dorrit profits from them and, at the same time,
represents a major advancement for the role of the Victorian
woman.
Because of Little Dorrit's correspondence with Meagles,
he and Doyce pool their resources to free Arthur.
of Arthur's freedom,

On the day

Little Dorrit burns the documents without

revealing their contents to Arthur, for she would do nothing
that might h urt her future husband.

Little Dorrit and Arthur

go directly from the Marshalsea to the church where they are
married, after which
They went quietly doW11 into the roaring streets,
inseperable and blessed; and as they passed along
in sunshiTIA and shade, the noisy and the eager,
and: the a:ttogant and the froward and the vain,
�rett�1 and chafed, _and rnadd their usual uproar
(XIl_xx, J4, p. 895).

Thus concludes Little Dorrit, Dickens' enlightening and

challenging consideration of the Victorian woman.

Although,

Dickens attempted to question the readers' female stereotypes
in 1849-1850, he does not move away from these stereotypes until

l
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1855-1857 with the publication of Little Dorrit.

However,

Dickens executes his new portrayal of the Victorian woman
gradually and carefully.

Like Agnes, Little Dorrit initially

appears as a meek, soft-spoken, secluded girl, but the reader
at once notes her importance to the novel not only because
of the novel's title but also because of Arthur's, Pancks',
and Mrs. Clennam's interest in her�

Since Little Dorrit is

the major character, she has the opportunity to devel op into a woman of strong influence and aggression.

Even though

she exhibits her potential in Book I, she does not completely
develop into an individual until during Book II.

Unlike

Agnes, Little Dorrit becomes less secluded through her travels
abroad.

In addition, Little Dorrit unfalteringly takes control

of difficult situations involving herself and her family.

In

fact, when the male characters (Arthur, Mr. Dorrit, and Mr.
Merdle) break under the weight of their problems, Little Dorrit
remains strong and optimi stic.

Perhaps Little Dorrit's pro

posals to Arthur near the end of the novel best illustrate her
individuality.

In essence, Dickens succeeds in both challeng

ing and altering his readers' stereotypes through his portrayal
of Little Dorrit.

Conclusion

I
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In the seven-year period which elapsed between the fi
nal installment of David Copperfield and the final installment
of Little Dorrit, Dickens certainly altered his depiction of
the Victorian woman.

Through Little Dorrit herself, Dickens

transmits an untraditional image of the Victorian woman--an
image of maturity, independence, resourcefulness, and bold
ness which contrasts with the conventional female image of
childishness, dependence, irrationality, and submission.

Fur

thermore, Dickens convinces his installment readers of the
shallowness of their female stereotypes because the serial
format makes the reader a part of Little Dorrit's develop
ment from a child to a woman and, more important, to an indi
vidual.

Butt and Tillotson describe Little Dorrit as "the

small frail figure who is nevertheless the fount of moral
strength; the protectress, the neglected, loved by all and,
until the end, understood by none."9 While their observation is accurate to an extent, Butt and Tillotson fail to
acknowledge the r eader's role even though much of their cri
ticism deals with Dickens' use of the serial installment
format.

The novel's characters do not understand Little

Dorrit; however, the installment reader, who has witnessed
her development throughout the novel, does understand Little Dorrit's ripening sense of self-awareness
Althou�h Agnes Wickfield displays the potential to
grow into an individual, she cannot completely abandon the
submissive role which is expected of her as a woman.

The

reader realizes that Agnes is a vital part of David's devel-

opment but also realizes that she never had the opportunity

to develop herself because she always remains in the back
ground of the novel.

Agnes does not even appear in David

Copperfield until the final chapter of installment five, and
she appears ictively in only ten additional installments
(most of these appearances

are brief and in connection

with David's growth from boyhood to manhood).

Nevertheless,

Dickens does keep Agnes alive by placing her major appear

ances in either the first or last chapter of an installment

so that the reader does not forget her from month to month.
In addition, the reader remains aware of Agnes' importance

through David's numerous allusions to her when she is not ac

tive in the novel.

Agnes, however, never convinces the read

er of her own importance to the novel.

Without Dickens'

careful execution of the serial installment format, Agnes

would be a mere shadow in the crowd, and because of her own

lack of self-awareness, she does hide in the shadows through

out most of David Copperfield.

Agnes conveys no confidence

in her own speculations which are limited throughout the
novel.

When she voices an opinion, she apologizes for her

boldness.

In fact, the reader realizes early in the novel

that Agnes' major function is to provide comfort and advice
for David.

Thus, despite her influence on David, Agnes re

mains trapped inside the Victorian female stereotypes.
Little Dorrit, on the other hand, frees herself from
the imprisonment of Victorian conventions.

Once again Dick

ens' serial installment method of publication makes the read-
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er ever-aware of her vital role in Little Dorrit.

Little Dor

rit's major appearances, like Agnes', often occur in either
the first or last chapter of an installment, thus reinforcing
the reader's awareness of her importance.

How ever, unlike Ag

nes, Little Dorrit appears in the first installment of the no

vel . . She appears actively in all but two of the succeeding
installments, and she does appear in these two through her

letter to Arthur (installment thirteen) and through his thoughts
of her (installment seventeen).

Because of Little Dorrit's ex

tended active appearances, the reader constantly speculates

about her outcome.
Furthermore, Little Dorrit is the major character in

her novel, and although Arthur's interest in her emphasizes
her importance in Book I, Little Dorrit conveys her impor

tance to the reader through her own thoughts and actions in

Book II.

By standing at the forefront throughout,the novel,

Little Dorrit has the chance to strengthen and support her
individuality, and she does so.

l
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In Book II, Little Dorrit

has not been affected by her father's inheritance, just as

the reader suspected at the close of Book I.

Moreover, des

pite the distance between Little Dorrit and Arthur in Book

II, the reader notes that she is still the major active force

in the novel, whereas Agnes only appears in connection with
David.

The reader realizes that Little Dorrit is the focal

point of all plot development and influences not only Arthur

!
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but every other major character as well.

In The Moral Art

of Dickens, Barbara Hardy argues that "She has a certain gro-
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tesqueness--a stuntedness and sexlessness--which helps both
to stylize her character as an image of virtue and to make
10
Although Arthur sees
her a more natural prison-child.11

Little Dorrit as a "sexless" and almost unearthly child through

out most of the novel, the reader has followed her develop
ment and sees her as neither "stunted" nor "sexless."

In

stead, the reader views Little Dorrit as a woman aggression
and self-awareness who not only maintains her control when

I
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Arthur and Mr. Dorrit give in to defeat, but who also recog
nizes her own needs and ultimately achieves them by proposing
to the man she loves.

Hardy also argues that "both the old

and the revised endings show the modesty and lack of exclama
tory climax of • . • Little Dorrit."11 Once again, despite

Hardy's concerns with the psychology of Dickens' works and

his portrayals of women, she does not realize the importance
of Little Dorrit's individuality.

Little Dorrit's proposal

to Arthur is an exciting break-through for the Victorian woman,
and although Dickens' final sentence in the novel turns back
to the imprisonment of society, it also confirms that Little
Dorrit and Arthur have happily freed themselves from confine
ment b y disre�arding society's expectations.
Hence, Dickens' use of serial installment publication
successfully presents a more fully developed consideration of
the Victorian woman in 1855-1857 than it did in 1849-1850.
At the same time, the serial installments give the reader an

t

active role in the process of character development.

By fol-

owing Little Dorrit's story for eighteen consecutive months,
the installment reader unites with the young heroine, sympa-
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thizing with her misfortunes, experiencing her happiness, and

I

applauding her victories--victories which broaden the world of
the Victorian woman.
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Chapters

I

1-3

II

4-6

III

7-9

V

V

DAVID COPPERFIELD
Chapter Titles
and Summaries

Date of
Publication

"I am Born": David's birth; Aunt
May,
Betsey Trotwood is there. "I Observe": 1849
Murdstone courts Clara Copperfield;
David dislikes him; David goes with
Peggotty to visit her brother at
Yarmouth, David meets Mr. Peggotty,
Ham, Emily and Mrs. Gummid�P! David
goes home; his mother has married
Murdstone.
"I fall into Disgrace": Miss Murd
June,
stone arrives; "firmness" rules the
1849
house; David bites Murdstone and is
sent to boarding school. "I am sent
away from Home": David meets Barkis;
David arrives at Salem House. "I en
large my Circle of Acquaintance": Mr.
Creakle, Traddles, and Steerforth are
introduced.
July,
"My 'First Half' at Salem House":
David becomes friends with Steerforth; 1849
Ham and Mr. Peggotty visit David. "My
Holidays. Especially one Happy Afternoon": David goes home; his mother has
had a baby boy; David returns to school.
nr have a Memorable Birthday": Back at
Salem House; David learns of his mother's
death on his birthday; he goes home to
find that his brother died also.

10-12

"I become Neglected, and am Provided August,
1849
for": Peggotty is fired; David goes
with her to Yarmouth; Peggotty and
Barkis get married; Murdstone sends
David to London to work in the counting house of Murdstone and Grinby wine
trade. "I begin Life on my own Account,
and don't like it": Mr. Micawber, who
works for Murdstone and Grinby, lets
David live in his house. !Vlicawbers go
to debtor's prison; David moves. "Liking
Life on my own Account no better, I form
a great Resolution": Micawbers get out
and leave London; David resolves to run
away to Aunt Betsey's.

13-15

"The Sequel of my Resolution": David September,
goes to Aunt Betsey's in Dover. "My
1849
Aunt makes up her mind about me": Murd�
stones come to Dover; Aunt Betsey sends
them away and keeps David. "I make another
Beginning": David and Aunt Betsey go to
th� Wickfields' in Canterbury; David meets
Agnes and Urtah Heep; he stays with the
Wickfields so he can attend school.
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"I am a New Boy in more senses than October,
One": David's first day at school; he 1849
meets the schoolmaster, Dr. Strong.
Agnes looks over David's books, but
she is modest about her education.
David sees Agnes as "goodness, peace,
and truth"; David learns how "humble"
Uriah is; tea at Dr. Strong's. "Somebody turns up": Letter from Peggotty;
Wednesdays with Mr. Dick; tea at Uriah's;
Mr. Micawber appears. "A Retrospect":
David fights the butcher, and Agnes
nurses him after he is defeated; David
falls in love twice and is rejected both
times; he falls back on his sister-fieure,
AgnP-s; he r-·_ghts the butcher- again 8.Ylrl wins.
November,
"I look about me, and make a Discovery": David (age 17) finishes school;
1849
says
goodbye
to
Ae;
n
es
and
tells
her
he
how valuable sh� is to him and everyone
else; we see her love for her father;
David stops at an inn near London and
sees Steerforth there. "Steerforth's
Home": David goes home with Steerforth
and meets his mother and Rosa Dartle.
"Little Em'ly": David meets the servant,
Littimer; After a week, David and Steerforth leave for Yarmouth; Ham and Emily
are engaged.

22-24

"Some old Scenes, and some new People": Decem
Steerforth buys a boat and names it
ber,
"Little Em'ly"; Littimer comes to Yar1849
mouth; Miss Mowcher; they help Martha
(a marked woman). "I corroborate Mr.
Dick, and choose a Profession": David
decides to become a proctor; he �aets
Aunt Betsey in London and gets a position with Spenlow and Jerkins; he gets
an apartment at Mrs. Crupp's; David
writes Agnes. "My first Dissipation":
Steerforth and friends come to dinner;
they get drunk and go to the theatre;
Agnes is there; David is ashamed of him
self the next day.

25-27

"Good and Bad Angels": Agnes writes
January.
David, asking him to visit her at the
1850
Waterbrooks'; David goes and apologizes
for his behavior at the theatre; Agnes
warns David against Steerforth; she tells
David about Uriah taking over the busi
ness; dinner at the Waterbrooks'; David
sees Traddles; Uriah tells David he plans
to marry Agnes; Uriah stays the night at
David's. "I fall into Captivity": David
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worries about Agnes; he is arti
cled; he goes to the Spenlows' and
me�ts Dora; he instantly falls in
love with her. "Tommy Traddles":
David visits Traddles and finds
Micawbers living there.
February,
"Mr. Micawber's Gauntlet": David
has dinner for Mr. and Mrs. Mi
1850
cawber and Traddles; Steerforth
comes after the guests leave; David
thinks of Agnes but does not be
lieve what she said about Steerforth;
a letter from Peggotty--Barkis is ill.
"I visit Steerforth at his Home,
again": David leaves Steerforth for
the last time (foreshadows Steer
forth's death). "A Loss": David goes
to Yarmouth; Barkis dies. "A greater
Loss": Emily runs away with Steer
forth.
"The Beginning of a long Journey":
March,
1850
Miss Mowcher comes to tell David
about Emily's disappearance; Mr.
Peggotty and David visit Mrs. Steer
forth--they get a bad reception.
"Blissful": David is obsessed with
Dora; Julia Mills, Dora's friend;
David and Dora become informally en
gaged. "My Aunt astonishes me": David immediately writes Agnes about
his engagement; she writes back; Aunt
Betsey and Mr. Dick come to London;
Aunt Betsey has lost everything.
April,
"Depression": David worries about
1850
his relationship with Dora and his
career (because of the financiaJ. prob
lems}; he sees Agnes; the Heeps hav�
moved in with the Wickfields and Uriah
has taken over the firm; Aunt Betsey
explains her losses; Agnes suggests
David become Dr. Strong's secretary;
Uriah and Mr. Wickfield arrive. "En
thusiasm": Dr. Strong employs David;
David visits Traddles; Micawber goes
to work for Uriah in Canterbury. "A
little Cold Water": David reveals his
state of near-poverty to Dora.
"A Dissolution of Partnership": Miss
May,
Murdstone tells Spenlow about David's 1850
and Dora's engagement; Mr. Spenlow dies;
Dora goes to live with two aunts. "Wick
field and Heep": David goes to Canterbury;
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Mr._Micawber ha� grown cold; Agnes
again eases David's burdens; Mr. Wick
field breaks down when Uriah mentions
marrying Agnes; Agnes and David say
good-bye. "The Wanderer": Back in Lon
don, David sees Mr. Peggotty and Martha.

XIV

41-43

xv

".Dora's Aunts": Dora's aunts invite
June,
David over; Traddles goes also; David
1850
writes Agnes when he gets home; he and
Dora are formally engaged. "Mischief":
The Wickfields visit Dr. Strong; David
takes Agnes to meet Dora; he is ecstatic
when Dora instantly takes to Agnes� Agnes'
praise of Dora makes David love his bride
to-be even more; David and Uriah argue
and David slaps Uriah; Mrs. Micawber
writes David about how "morose" and "se
vere" Mr. Micawber has become since wor�
ing for Uriah. "Another Retrospect": Da
vid has taken up writing; he and Dora get
married and Agnes attends the wedding.

44-46

"Our Housekeeping": David and his child July,
wife"; Dora tries to learn housekeeping
1850
(in vain). "Mr. Dick fulfills my Aunt's
Predictions": Dr. Strong and Annie are
reconciled. "Intelligence": David at Mrs.
Steerforth's--Littimer tells him that Em
ily ran away; David visits Mr. Peggotty
and they search for Martha.

XVI

47-50

XVII

51-53

"Martha": Martha promises to bring Em- August,
ily to Mr. Peggotty; Aunt Betsey re-·
1850
veals the truth about her husband. "Do
mestic": David's first book; he tries to
"form Dora's mind" but without success;
David hints that his life may have been
happier had he married Agnes; Dora becomes
ill. "I am Involved ·n Mystery": David and
Traddles receive letters from Mr. and Mrs.
Micawber; Mr. Micawber arrives and plans a
meeting for everyone so he may expose Uriah
Heep. "Mr. Peggotty's Dream comes true":
Martha takes David to Emily; Rosa Dartle ·s
already there, berating Emily; Mr. Peggotty
arrives and carries Emily away.
"The Beginning of a longer Journey": . eptember,
Mr. Peggotty and Emily plan to move
1850
to Australia; David visits Ham and Pe�
gotty. "I assist at an Explosion": Mr.
Micawber takes everyone to Uriah Heep's
office; He exposes Uriah's malpractices;
the Micawbers decide to go to Australia also.
"Another Reffrospect": Dora is on her death
bed; she sends for Agnes, who is the last to
speak with and see Dora alive; Dora died.
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"Mr. Micawber's Transactions":
October,
Agnes plans to run a school for
1850
girls; Uriah and Mrs. Heep have fled;
Aunt Betsey retrieves some of her
fortune and makes provisions for the
Micawbers; Aunt Betsey's husband dies.
"Tempest": David goes to Yarmouth; Ham
gets a letter from Emily; Steerforth's
schooner wrecks in a storm--both Ham
and Steerforth die. "The New Wound, and
the Old": David takes Steerforth's body
to Mrs. Steerforth. "The Emigrants":
The Micawbers, Mr. Peggotty, Emily, and
Martha leave for Australia.
"Absence": David travels abroad;
November,
Agnes writes to him and she is con1850
stantly in his thoughts; David loves
her· btit feels it is too- late to take
her as his wife; he returns to England
after three·years. "Return": David
first visits Traddles, who has finally
married Sophy; the next day, David
travels to Aunt Betsey's in Dover.
"Agnes": Aunt Betsey hints that Agnes
is in love but won't tell David who the
man is--he fails to see that he is the
man; David goes to see Agnes.---..-I am shown
Two Interesting Penitents": David has be
come famous as a writer; he and Traddles
visit Mr. Creakle's prison upon his re
quest and find Uriah and Littimer there
as prisoners. "A light shines on my Way":
David reveals to Agnes his love for her
and she does the same; David and Agnes
are married within two weeks. "A Visitor":
Ten years later, David and Agnes are
still happily married and have a family;
Mr. Peggotty comes to London for a visit;
Mr. Micawber has become a Magistrate.
"A Last Retrospect": David looks at every
one years later; David's last words are
in praise of Agnes.
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December,
"Sun and Shadow": Marseilles prison-
1855
John Baptist and Monsieur Rigaud, who
is accused of murdering his wife.
"Fellow Travellers": Mr. and IVIrs. Meagles,
Pet, and Tattycoran are returning to Eng
land after touring in the East; Arthur
Clennam is on the same ship, returning
from China after living there for twenty
years; Miss Wade is there and at once
appears aloof and mysterious. "Home 11 Ar
thur goe�• to hi� mother's house in London;
Mrs. Clennam is a prisoner in her own room;
Flintwich and Affery are her servantc;
Arthur notices Little Dorrit in the shadows
of his mother's room. "Mrs. Flintwich has
a Dream": Affery dreams that her husband
has a double.
January,
"Family Affairs 1 Arthur at home; he
1856
meets Little Dorrit, who does needle
work for Mrs. Clennam; Arthur moves to a
coffeehouse but goes home for business
meetings each day; he is interested in Little Dorrit and resolves to learn more about
her. "The Father of the Marshalsea": Little
Dbrrit's history--she was born in the debtors'
prison. "The Child of the Marshalsea": More
about Little Dorrit•� life; although the
youngest of three children, she becomes head
of the house; Fanny, Tip, and William Dorrit, the Father of the Marshalsea, are intro
duced; Arthur follows Little Dorrit home one
evening. "The Lock": Arthur meets Frederick
Dorrit, Little Dorrit's uncle, and he takes
Arthur to visit the other Dorri.ts; Little
Dorrit is embarrassed; Arthur is locked in
the prison for the night.
"Little Mother": Arthur and Little Dorrit Febru
take a long walk; he sees her innocence and ary,
love for her father; he meets Magey; Arthur 1856
walks Little Dorrit and Maggy back to the
Marshalsea. "Containing the whole Science of
Government": Tr- Barnacles and the Circum
locution Office; Arthur goes there to find
out about the Dorrits but does not have any
luck; Arthur sees Mr. Meagies and meets Daniel Doyce, the inventor. "Let Loose": Rigaud
-now Lagnier-- and John Baptist accidentally
meet at the Break of Day inn; Baptist runs
away in the early morning hours.
:
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"Bleeding Heart Yard": Clennam, Meagles,
March,
and Doyce visit Little Dorrit's friends,
1856
th8 PJornishes, in Bleeding Heart Yard;
Arthur gets Little Dorrit's brother, Tip,
freed. "Patriarchal": Arthur visits Mr. Casby,
the landlord of Bleeding Heard Yard; he meets
Ca.by's collector, Pancks, and sees Flora Casby, his much-changed childhood girlfriend; Mr.
F.'s Aunt immediately dislikes Arthur; on the
way home, Arthur sees an accident--John Baptist
has been hit by a mail coach; Little Dorrit
comes to Arthur's room. "Little Dorrit's Party":
Little Dorrit and Maggy have been to see Fanny
at the theatre but told Mr. Dorrit they were
golng to a party; they visit Arthur to thank
him for Tip's release and to ask him not to offer
Mr. Dorrit money; this is Little Dorrit's first
ni ,,ht away from the prison; when they leave,
they find the pd son locked and must roam the
streets until they find refuge in a church in
th early morning hours.
"Mrs. Flintwich has another Dream": Affery
April,
'dreams' about an a c�_ment between Flintwich and 1856
Mrs. Clennam over a st ongbox; the argument
switches to Little Dorrit; Mrs. Clennam takes
Little Dorrit's side and ends the areument;
Little Dorrit arrives and Arthur shortly after
he ; Affery hears a noise. "Nobody's Wealmess":
Arthur travels to the Meagles' ·n Twickenh m;
Little Dorrit i the leading subject of his
thoughts--he regards her as his adopted daughter;
he meets Doyce on the way to the Meagles';
Arthur learns about Pet's twin sister (now dead);
Tattycoram reveals that she has seen Miss Wade;
Arthur vows not to let himself fall"in'love with
Pet. "Nobody's Rival": Henry Gowan comes to the
Meagles'; Arthur is jealous of Pet's love for
Gowan. "Little Dorrit's Lover": John Chivery,
the turnkey's son, is in love with Little Dorrit; he goes to her on the Iron Bridge; she politely
rejects his lov�.
"The Father of the Marshalsea in two or three
May,
Relations": Mr. Dorrit--a man of power--with
1856
Frederick; inside with Amy (Little Dorrit), he
mourns his losses; Amy comforts him; she is
crushed by his sadness. "Moving in Society":
Tip is working as a billiards markerr Little
Dorrit amid the chaos backstage at the theatre
where Fanny works; Fanny takes Amy to see Mrs.
Merdle; Amy is shocked when Fanny accepts a
bracelet from Mrs. Merdle for not marryin� her
son, Edmund Sparkler. "Mr. Merdle's Complaint":
The great Mr. Murdle and his place in society.
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"A Puzzle": Mr. Dorrit does not think too
hi�hly of Arthur but accepts him; M s. Chivery
tells Arthur the story of John's love for Little
Dorrit; Arthur finds Little Dorrit on the Iron
BridRe; Maggy brings letters from Mr. Dorrit
and Tip, both of whom ask Arthur for money;
Arthur sends money to Mr. Dorrit but not to Tip;
Little Dorrit is humiliated and sad and insists
�he should stay in the prison� all times; Arthur
wonders if she is in love with someone in the
"unatta·nable distance."
VII

23-25

June,
"Machinery in Motion": Doyce and Clennam become business partners; Flora and Mr. F's
1856
Aunt visit Arthur in his counting-house; Flora
employs Little Dorrit; Pancks asks Arthur about
the Dorrits. "Fortune-Telling": Little Dorrit
goes to work at the Casbys'; she tells Flora her
life story; Pancks the fortune-teller reads Little Dorrit's palm; Arthur visits the Dorrits but
Amy will not leave her room to see him; in her room,
Little Dorrit tells Maggy a story of a princess.
"Conspirators and Others": John Chivery goes to
work for Pancks; John Baptist is living in the attic
of the Plornishes• house; Pancks visits him reg
ularly.

VIII

26-29

"Nobody's tate of Mind": Henry Gowan v·sits
July,
Arthur; Gowan takes Arthur to Hampton Court to 1856
meet his mother; Mrs. Gowan asks Arthur about Pet
shP. di..sapproves of Pet and of Henry's "lowly"
pursuit (the arts). "Five-and-twenty": Little
Dorrit avoids Arthur and he misses her; Tattycoram
has un away; Arthur and Mr. Meagles search for
her at Miss Wade's; Tatty refuses to go back
with them. "Nobody's Disappearance"; Arthur and
Doyce visit Meagles; Pct talks to A thur o he
future marriage to Henry. ''Mrs. Flintwich goes on
Dreaming": Pancks stops by there; Mrs. Glenn m-in a rare moment--kisses Littl0 Dorrit; Affery gets
locked outside;
stran�er come� alone and helps
Affery get back 1�1•3ide.
August,
"The Word of a Gentleman": The stranger is
1856
Rigaud; next day, Rigaud sees Mrs. Clennam;
Rigaud takes Flintwich out drinkine and then
leaves mysteriously duri..ng the nieht. "Spirit":
Old Nandy, Mrs. Plornish's poor father and a fr.iend
of Mr. Dorrit, goes fo a walk with Amy on h·s
birthday; Fanny and Mr. Dorrit scold her for bein�
seen in public with a pauper; Nandy and Arthur
have dinner with the Dorrits (Arthur had sent l,1r.
Dorrit a bank note); T ip be ates Arthur for not
lending him money; Tip arnJ army storm out of the

T
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prison; Mr. Dorrit has to leave,
so Arthur is alone with Little
Dorri t and Maggy. "More Fortuneellin(:!:": Arthur tel ls Little
Dorrit about his love for Pet
but that he knows he is too old
fo a relatjonship; he does not
vee that Little Dor it loves him
and she cannot tell h·m so; Pancks
arrives; he and Mr. Rugg reveal
L'ttle Dorrit's possible goo for
tune to Arthur outside of her home.

X
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�·eptembe ·, 1856
"Mrs. Merdle's Complaint": Mrs.
Gowan visits Mrs. Merdle, the
spokeswoman of Society; to hear
her opinion of Henry's engagement
t Pet; ,1rs ,1er e
mpla · ns to
Mr. Merd e ecause he oes not ac
comodate himself to ociety. "A
. hoal of Barnacles": Pet's and
Henry's wedding; Barnacles are
everywhere; Mr. Meagle's sadness.
"What was behind Mr. Pancks on
Little Dorrit•s Hand": Pancks
confirms that Mr. Dorrit is heir
to a fortune; Arthur goes to the
Casbys' to tell Little Dorrit the
goodnews; Little Dorrit swoons at
the news and thinks on]y of her
father in her happiness; Little
Dorrit regrets that her fath r
must pay his debts "in lif
nd
money both." "The Marshalsea becomes
an Orphan": The Do rits• day of
departure from the Marshalsea; Amy
is almost left behind: Arthur car
ries her out--she had fainted in
her room; she i wearing her o d,
shabby dress, much to Fanny'. dis
may.
1-4

"Fellow TraveJlers": The Dorri ts,
Pet and Henry Gowan, Rigaud, and Mrs.
General are at the Great Saint Bernard
in the Swiss Alps; Amy nurses Pet who
was hurt in an accident; Amy gives Pet
a note from Arthur. "Mrs. General":
Mrs. r,eneral was hired by Mr. Dorrit
to educate his daughters and act as
their chaperon. "On the Road": The
Dorrits scold Amy for mainta·ning her
o d habit (n rsing Pet); the Dorrits
travel to Italy to f'nd the'r rooms

Octob r-, 1856
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occupied, and Mr. Dorrit has the
occupants--who turn out to be Mrs.
Merdle and Edmund Sparkler--moved
out; Little Dorrit dreams about the
Marshalsea and sees her life now as
"unreality". "A Letter from Little
orrit": In Venice, Little Dorrit
writes to Arthur; she writes of the
distance between her father and her and
as s Arthur to remember her as the same
girl of the Marshalsea.
November. 1856
"Somethinp; Wrong Somewhere": Mr. Dorrit
talks to �rs. General about Amy, who does
not fit in with their "society"; Amy asSHres her father that she will try to do
better; Mr. Dorrit agrees to let Amy visit
Pet when he learns of the Gowans' connections
wlth the Merdles; Uncle Frederick lashes out
against Mr. Dorrit, Fanny, and Tip, scorning
their pride and ingratitude for all Amy has
done for them. "Something Right Somewhere":
Little Dorrit and Fanny visit Pet; Henry js
painting Rigaud's portra·t; Henry's dog tries
to attack Rigaud; Sparkler follows Fanny and
Amy home; he visits Mr. Dorrit; Rigaud tells
Little Dorrit that Henry's dog has been
poisoned. "Mostly, Prunes and Prism":
Fanny suggests that Mrs. General wants to
marry Mr. Dorrit; Little Dorrit compares
society to the Marshalsea; the Dorrits move
to Rome; Mrs. Merdle pays a visit.

December, 1856
"The Dowaf,er Mrs. Gowan is rem'nded that
Doyce
with
n
Londo
'It Never Does'": In
and Clennam; Arthur misses Little Dorrit
and wonners about her future husband and
future life; Arthur visits the Meagles
and so does Mrs. Towan, who states her d'sap
proval of Henry' and Pet's marriage.
"Appearance and Disappearance": The JVieac;les
decide to travel to Rome to see Pet and Henry;
after they leave, Mrs. Tickit sees Tattycoram
outside the cottage; Arthur sees Rigaud meetine
with Miss Wade and Tatty near the river at
night; they go to Casby's and Arthur eoes
afterwards to get information on Miss Wade;
neither Mr. Casby nor Pancks know anything
except that she borrowed money. "The Dream
of Mrs. Flintwich thicken": Arthur and Rjeaud
at Mrs. Clennam's house; she asks Arthur to
leave o she can d'scuss business with Rigaud.
"A Letter from Little Dorrit": Little Dorrit
writes Arthur about Pet and about her own
homesickness.
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XIV

12-14

'J.V

"In which a Great Patriotic Conference
January, 1857
is holden": The Merdles hold a "Barnacle
dinner"; Edmund Sparkler is appointed a
Lord of the Circumlocution Office. "The
Progress of an Epidemic": Mr. Merdle becomes
greater and greater in the public's eyes;
Pancks vi its the Plornishes--Mrs. Plornish now
has her own store; John Baptist hurries in,
try1ng to escape the eyes of RiBuad whom he has
seen in the streets; Arthur arrives and tells
them about Little Dorrit's lette ; Pancks
assures Arthur that investing with Merdle is safe
and secure business. "Taking Advice": Little
Dorrit and Fanny talk about Fanny's possible
marriage to Sparkler; Fanny hecomes selfish and
deceitful.

15-1�

xv

"No Just Cause or. Impediment why these two February,1857
Persons should not be joined together": Fanny's
marriage to Edmund Sparkler; Mr. Dorr.it hopes
to find a husband for Amy but she begs him not
to. "Gettine on": Mr. Merdle and Mr. Dorr:t
go to London. "Missing": Flora visits Mr.
Dorrit and shows him a police handbill cone rning Rigaud; Mr. Dorrit visita Mrs. Clennam in
search of information about Rigaud. "A Castle
in the Air": John Chivery visits Mr. Dorrit,
who treats him coolly; Mr. Dorrit ets out for
Rome.

1 9-?,?

March, 18 57
"The Storming of the Castle in the Ai..r":
Mr. Dorrit returns home to find Little Dorr't
sitting with her uncle, much as she used to sit
with him in the prison; Mr. Dorrit sends
Frederick to bed and then eats h"s supper with
Amy sittin� by him and erv·n� him for the
first time since their freedom, Mr. Dorrit
i:srows weaker; he and Little Dorri.t attend
Mrs. Merdle's farewel. dinner; Mr. Dorri.t breaks
down during the dinn8r and reveals his past;
Little Dorrit tends to her father for ten days,
but he dies believing he is still in the
Marshal ea. "Introduces the next'': Arthur
�oes to see Miss Wade for informat·on about
Rigaud but she has none; Tattycoram asks about
the Meagles; she and Miss 'Jade argue. "The
History of a Self-Tormentor"� The story of
Miss Wade and her engagement to Henry Gowan.
"Who passes by this Road so late?": Arthur
discovers that John Baptist knows Rigaud and
asks him to find out what has happened to the
villain.
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"M"stress Affery makes a Conditional April, 1857
Promise, respecting her Dreams": Arthur goes
to tell his mother the latest news about Rigaud;
Flora and Mr. Casby are there; Arthur takes
Flora on a tour of the house with Affery light
ing the way so he may talk to Affery, but she
is too afraid to say anything. "The Evening of
a Lonp; Day": Fanny and Edmund at home; Fanny
complains that she never wants to be alone-she wants to "shine in society" every night;
Mr. Merdle visits them and behaves strangely;
he asks to borrow a penknife. "The Chief Butler
Resigns the Seals of 0ffjce": Mr. Merdle
commits suicide, and hjs "followers" learn that
he achieved his wealth and power through forgery
and robbery; Clennam, Doyce, and Pancks lose
almost everythin� because of Merole's crimes;
Arthur is sent to the Marshal ea and John
Chiv,ry �ives him the Dorr·ts' old room; alone,
Arthur cries and calls out for Little Dorrit.
May, 1857
"The Pupil of the Marshalsea": Arthur.
jn prjson, thinks of Ljttle Dorr·t con tantly;
Arthur
he has tea with John Ch"very; John tel
that Little Dorrit loves him and Arthur is
stunned. "An Appearance in the Marshalsea":
Pancks, Cavalletto, an� Rigaud come to Arthur's
room; Mrs. Clennam writes Arthur, telline him
to stay out of her affairs. "A Plea in the
Marshalsea": Clennam's depression overpowers
him in the prison; he grows ill; Little Dorrit
visits Arthur; she has on her old dress from
her pri. on days; she brings Maegy with her;
Arthur notes that Little Dorrit has not changed
except that she looks more womanly; Little
Dorr·t nurses Arthur; he admits to h"mself that
he loves her; L'ttle Dorrit offerc Arthur her
fortune but he cannot accept jt.

J11ne, 1857
"Closing in": Pancks, Baptist, and Ri�aud �o to Mr . Clennam's house; she sends
Pancks and Baptist away but not before Pancks
tells Affery to reveal her dreams; Affery lashes
out against Mrs. Clennam and Mr. Flintwich;
she purposes to hear all they say and tell all
she hears; Rigaud tries to blackmail Mrs.
Clennam--he has papers of hers which co11Jd do
herharm; Mrs. Clennam tells her hi tory: her
father and Mr. Clennam's uncle set up their
marriage; Mr. Clennam took a mistress and she
had his child; Mrs. Clennam found out and took
the child--Arthur--away from her; Mrs. Clennam
then sent her husband away to China; Frederick
Dorrit was the mistress' patron (as 0he was a
sin�er); the paper, which Mrs. Clennam believed had been destroyed, stated that 1000
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and Summaries

Date of
Publication

quineas would �o to Frederick's youngest niece
(ir he had no dau�hter); Flintwich's twin brother
took the paper on the nie;ht Arthur returned
to England; then RiR;aud got the paper--Affery's
dreams came true; Rigaud confesses that he
left copies of the paper in a package with
Little Dorrit; she is to read them that night
'f Rigaud does not eet money from Mrs. Clennam;
Mrs. Clennam r ms madly out of the house.
"Closed": Mrs. Clennam goes to the Marshalsea
and retrieves the packet, but first he makes
Little Dorrit read the papers; �he tells Little
Dorrit to keep the information from Arthur
until she is dead; Little Dorrit goes back with
Mrs. Clenna.m; when they reach the house, it
collapses; Mrs. Clennam becomes an invalid;
Rigaud dies in the accident; Flintwich's fate
remains unknown. "Goi.ne": Pancks exposes the
greedy Mr. Casby before a crowd in Bleed'ng
Heart Yard; Pancks �uits his job and in an ex
plosion of an�er, cuts Mr. Casby's hair and hat.
" oing!": Little Dorrit stilJ nur.5es Arthur;
Tip depends on Little Dorrit's gu·aance; Fanny
and Mrs. Merdle are always at war and Sparkler
is in the middle; soc·ety still accepts Mrs.
Merdle; Little Dorrit writes Mr. Meagles about
Arthur's bad luck; Mr. Meagles fol ows Rigaud's
route of travel in search of the iron box filled
with the papers; he visits Miss Wade in search
of the box; she says she knows nothing about it;
the Meagles go to the Marshalsea and wait for
Little Dorrit; Tattycoram appears--with the box-
and bees the Meagles to take her back; Ljttle
Dorrit arrives; Mr. Meagles leaves the next day
to find Doyce. "Gone": Arthur is stronger;
Little Dorrit aga·n offers him her fortune, and
when he learns that all the money was lost, due
brin�s
to Mr. Merdle, he accepts it; Mr. Meagl
Doyce to see Arthur; Little Dorrit burns the
papers; they free Arthur, and he and L'tt]e
Dorrit get marr·en.
1
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Number VIII. Chapter 23-- David
finishes �chool ln Canterbury. gets
9 job in London, and writPs to Agnes.
!X, 2 5--The day after David's drunk
en a�pearance at the theatre, he
receives a letter from Agnes. who
9sks him to visit her at the
Waterbrook�' (f jends of her father).
:rx, ?.5--Uriah st ys the ni2'ht at
David's and reve, 1� that h� plans to
r,1arry Ap;nes. David j s incensed and
�orries about her.
r X, ?.6--Agnes and llr:i 8.h leave on don.
QBvid again worr i P.'3 about A p_;nes and '
thinks about her w�rnin� arain�t
;=; teerforth.
)(, ?-8--David see�i :-;teerforth; he
-thinks of A1.snes lJut d. i sar;rees with
her opinion of his friend.
XI, 14--David writes Aun0s of �is
informal engagemnn t to 'Dora.
XIV, 41--After D<ra' father dies
5he lives with he aunts, and the�
g�ree to a formal en�a�ement be
tween Dora and avid. David im
�ediately write A�nes.
XVI, 48--David W<nders w at life
would have been JikP with Agnes as
nis wife--Dora Cc nnot le::irn any
-thin� about house eeping.
XVIII, Sf�--After Dora's death,
David plans to travel abroad. He
911mits that Agnef:' influence dom
inated all they a·a during their
· period of �rief.
�IX-XX, 5R--In Swit erl a�d, David
constantly thinkf· of Ap-,ncs; they
write to each othor. However,
David feel. it is too late to �ake
Ar;nes ree;ard him 8.s anythini:s
other than a brot�er.
XIX-XX,60--Back home, David learn
from Aunt Bet ey that Agres is in
1ove, but Aunt Betsey wiJl not. ay
v1ho the man is.
XTX-X , 64--Ten years after hi
marria�e to Agne�--David's last
words in the novPl praise her.

Number II, Chapter 5--Arthur is in
terested in Little Dorrit and decides
to learn more about her.
II, 6-7--The story of Little Dorrit's
birth and her background in the Mar
shalsea.
III, 9--Frederick tells Arthur about
Little Dorrit's value to the family.
IV• 12--Arthur, Mr. Meagles, and
Doyce visit the Plornishes to see if
they can help Little Dorrit.
V, 15--Flintwich and Mrs. Clennam
ar�ue over Little Dorrit, but Mrs.
Clennam takes Little Dorrit's side
and finally ends the areum nt.
V, 16--Arthur travels to the Meagles'.
Little Dorr·t is the major subject of
his thoughts. He reeards her as hi
adopted daughter.
VI� 22--Mrs. Chivery tells Arthur
about Little Dorrit rej ctinE h r
son's love.
VII, 23--Pancks tries to get infor
mation about the Dorrits from
Arthur.
VTII"27--Arthur worr·es about Pancks'
interest in Little Dorrit. Little
Dorrit cont'nues to avoid Arthur
and he misses hr.
IX, J2--Pancks reveals Litt1e
Dorrit's good fortune to Arthur.
XII, 5--The Dorrits are ·n Venice,
Mr. Dorrit discusses Amy (Little
Dorrit) wi h Mrs. General because
he feels his daughter does not fit
in with Society. Uncle Fredcr1ck
scold. his brother, Tip, and Fanny
for the"r jn�ratitu e toward Amy.
XIII, 8--In London, Arthur miss,s
Little Dorrit and wonders about h-r
future life and future usba11d.
XIII, 11--Arthur receives a letter
from Little Dorrit • .'he writes
about her homesickness.
XIV, 13--The Plornishes and P �cks
are pleased when Arthnr tells them
of Little Do rit's letter.
IVII, 26--Arthur, in the Marshal
sea, cries out for Little Dorr·t.
IVIII, 27--Arthu thinks of Litt 0
Dorrit constantly. He i shocked
when John Chiv ry tel u him that
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Rererences (cont.):
Little Dorrit
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Little Dorrit loves him (Arthur).
XIX-XX, 30--Little Dorrit is 'nnocently
the focal point of Rigaud's plan
to blackmail Mrs. Clennam.
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Brief Appearancec:

, Number VIII, Chapter 2h--After
his dinner party, David attends the
theatre, alon� with Steerforth and
his other guests. David is quite
drunk and when he sees A�n0s at the
theatre, he is ashamed.
XIV, 41--Agnes attends David's and
Dora's weddine; Dora is so fond of
Aenes that she gives her the last
farewell kisses as she and David
leave the church.
XVII, 5?,--When Mr, JV! icawber exposes
thr:i malpractices of Heep, Ap-nes is
present, but she tay in the
background.
XVII, 53--Dora is dying and calls for
, Agnes to come. AP;ne arrives and is
with Dora when she dies.
¥III, 57--All of the friends gather
th0 night before the Micawbers, Mr.
Pe��otty, Mrs. Gummid�e. and Emily
leave for Australia. Agnes is there,
but she appears only briefly, speak
ini;,; once.

Little Dorri.t
Number I, Chapter 3--When Arthur
Clennam returns home from China, he
notices Little Dorrit standine in the
shadows of his mother's room.
II, 5--Arthur sees Little Dorrit the
next day and learns that she does
needlework for his mother. He
realizes that she is a young woman
instead of the child he first thou�ht
her to be.
v. 15--Affery has a second dream
of an argument between Flintwich and
Mrs. Clennam, which is partly about
Little Dorrit. Shortly afterwards.
Little Dorrit arrives to work for
Mrs. Clennam, but . he says nothing
durinr, this scene.
VIII, 29--Pancks comes to Mrs.
Clennam•s while Little Dorrit is
workinp,; Mrs. Clennam asks Littl�
Dorrit about Pancks� but she admits
she knows nothing about hi..m; Mrs.
Clennam--surprisingly--kisses
Little Dor it.
X, 36--The Dorr·ts' departure from
the Marsha sea. Amid the festivity,
Little Dorrit ·s forgotten. Arthur
finds her in her room--where she ha
fainted--sti 1 wearing her old dress.
He carries her outside, much to
Fanny•s dismay.
XI, 1--In Sw�tzerland, Amy--though
unnamed as yet--visits Pet who has
been in an accident.
he gives Pet
a note from Arthur.
XII, 5--Amy asks permission to visit
Pet, and when Mr. Dorrit learns of
the Gowans' associat'on with the
Merdles, he grant. her permission.
Amy leaves the breakfast table and
Frederick lashes out against the
other Dorrits for their thoughtless
treatment of Amy.
XV, 15--After Fanny's weddi.ne;, Mr.
Dorrit expresses to Amy his hops of
finding her a hu band. She bees him
not to, insi. ting that she needs to
stay and take care of hi.m.
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Extended Appe�rances:

�h..1.rnber V, Ch8pter 15--Aunt Betsey
takes David to Canterbury to attend
school. He meets A p; nes and at once
notes an a1,1ra of divinity about her.
VI. 16--A.gnes • devotion to her father.
She looks at David's school books but
is modest about her education.
VT, 1. 9--T)avi. d rep;ards AP-nes as his
sister. She n1,1rsec; hi.rn Jwhen he loses
h's f'ir;h with the butcher. A,m�s tell� David Miss Tiarkins is gettin(�
married (Dav·a•s SPcond love).
!II, 19--David finishes
hool and
plans to leave Canterhury. He tells
Agnes how �ood she is for him and
everyonP.. AR)1es' �oncern for her
fath0r--she speaks to David about this.
They say �ood-bye.
IX, 25- In London, David visits Ap;nes
at the ''laterbrook•:;' a ter his drunken
P-scapade �t the theatre. Agn,s
warns Dav1� a�ainst 8teerforth. She
reveals that Uri.Rh Heep is taking over
her father'f.l bu. ine 8 s.
XIT, 15--Ap;ne r; ::i.P-ai.n comes to London.
She tells �avid th:::i.t TJ iah has taken
over t�e f�rm and the Heeps have
Aunt Bets y has
moved 1n wit� them
lost eve.yth,n� anrl A�nes sueBests
that nav1rl �o to wo k as Dr. trone's
t3e�reta y.
XITI, ]9--Af�er her father's oPath,
Dor� 1 1 '-!P.: w1th h0r two aunts.
nav1d v1-c;1�s Ary1e, to discuss his
nrob lems w1 th her. A�nes suvr:est.
that he requ�st a visit with �ora.
XIV, 4?--Dav1d and Dora are en gaged.
David take._.. Arr,n,:, s to meet Dora who
immediat?lY becomes attached i o A�nes.
A�nes pra1ses_Dora, makin g David l�ve
his f1Jt11re Dride even mo:re
XVI�I, 54--After Heep le�v�s. Agnes,
D-vtd, and Aunt Betsey discuss bus·ne�s
matters with Tra� las. Af;ne pan
to �Jn a school for �·rls.
XIX-XY, �0--1 avid return, from h's
three-year _j 01irney abroad. He loves
11...r�ne:, anrl /\.,mt Betsey hints that
I\ o:nes is in love too~ ( but r oe1-:: not
say the man is David himself).

Little Dorrit

Number II, Chapter 8--Arthur fol
lows Little Dorri home and meets
Frederick, who takes him to visit
the Dorrits in the Marshalsea.
Little Dorrit �s embarras ed, but
Arthur (and the reader) immediately
not·ces her value to the family and
d evotion to her father.
III, 9--Little Dorrit and Arthur
take a waik. Arthur meets Maegy
and sees Little Dorrit's innocent
goodness.
IT� 14--After seeing Fanny at the
theatre, Litt e Dorrjt, alont with
M gey, v's\ts Arthur to thank him
for having T"p releasedana to a�k
h"m to refuse Mr. Dorrit'. request�
for money. This is LittlP Dorrit'H
fir. t night away f om t e prison,
and wh J n h and Maggy r turn to the
Mar halsea, ·t is locked, so they
must roam the treets a l night.
V, 18--Young John Chivery sees
L"ttle Dorrit on the T on Bridge
and t ll her he love0 her. Since
he ov s Ar hur, Ljttle lo rit
k'ndly but firmly rejects John.
VI, 19--Mr. Dorri t mourns hi., fa j J ire:,
Amy omfnr. h1m but h .. sadne��
hurts her.
VI, 20--Amy vis·ts Fanny backstage
at the theatr . Fanny takes Amy to
meet M . Merdle, who �ives Fanny a
br8.r:P1, t for not marryjn� Edmund.
Sparkler, h8r son.
VI. ?2--Arthur :=tnn i tle Dorri t on
the ron Br· dp;r ; M� PJ!,Y brine;s A.rthnr
letters from 1'ip nd Mr. Dor it.
8th reque,t <m,�y and Li tln l)orrit
is sad a!"ld humi l i· ted. :;hu ,;;,iys 3he
should never leave t _ p ison but
shoul� tay wjt them alway� becaune
they b�c me orrupt when she js away.
VI • 24--Litt e Dorrit eoes to work
for Flora Cashy �inching. She t�lls
lora her ifP qtorJ. Pancks reads
Little Do ri t' · 1· 1"1. Arthur vi,_;· ts
the Marsh8)Sf"', hit, .Little orrit
wjll not lPavc h.r roo to see him.
She tPl]s Mae;gy a 0 ory about a prinP-ss.
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Little Dorrit

David visits A�nes. She is happy
' with her schooi but seems sad about
som�thin� elRe, She wilJ. not say what
it is. howeve . Again A�nes illus
trates her love for her father.
XIX-Y.X, 6?--David tells Ap;nes he loves
her, and she artmits she has always
lovea him. David and Agnes tell Aunt
Betsey they are enRaged. They marry
within two we�ks.
XIX-XX, 61--A�ne0 and David have been
hannily married fo ten-years and have
8.

family.

Old
IX, 31--Little Dorrit takes},i-·r,
for·
r;.Jt
.:-;
s'rt'
rni
Nand , Mrs. Plo
and
a walk on his birthday. Fanny
seen
Mr. Dorrit scold Amy for being
in public with a pauper.
h Little
IX, J2--Arthur is alone witson
. He
pri
Dorrit and Maggy in theut
and
Pet
tells Little Dorrit abo
Dorrit
never realizes that Little
ca]ls
and
s
loves him; Pancks arrivereveals
Arthur outsid e where he
good fortune.
Little Dorrit's pos�ible
s to tell
ra'
Flo
to
X, 35--Arthur goes
father is
Little Dorrit that her her
happi
In
.
te
heir to an esta
thoughts
y
onl
s
t'
ri
ness. Little Dor
t she regrets
are of her father. bude
bts with both
that he must pay his
money and his life. Dorr1t scold
XI, )--Panny and Mr. her old habits.
Amy for maintaining of the Marshal
Little Dorrit dreamsw life as a
sea and views her ne
"dream."
writes to Arthur
XI. 4--Little Uorritit
es about the
wr
from Venice. She
her and
fa
er
distance between
m�mbAr her
re
to
ur
th
her and asks Ar
she has
as she was before because
not changed.
and F�nny vis't
XII, 6--Little Dorritll
s Littl, Dor
Pet Gowan. Rigaud tehas been
rit that Henry's dog
poisoned.
0s society
XII, ?--Little Dorrit compar
to the Marshalsea. rit and fanny
XIV, 14--Little Dor
le marr·aee
talk about Fanny's possib
to Edmund Sparkler.
Home from Lon
XVI, 19--Returnin� to Amy
tine;
don, Mr. Dorrit finds used .,jt
it
to
with Frederick as she
bed,
to
k
eric
Pred
with him. He sends

din
his
er
fath
and Amy serves her
ner for the first tjme ·nee theyks
left the prison. �r. Dorrit brea
down during Mrs. Merdle'n farewell
dinner and reveals his n�st life to
all of the euests. He becomes ver�
ill. and Amy tends to him for ten
days--unti l he die, •
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Extended Appearanc�s (cont.):
Little Dorrit

, XVIII, ?9--Little Dorrit visits Arthur
Who is in the Marshalsea and has erown
quite ill. She w�ars her old dress
��� brings Maggy wjth her. Arthur notes
, that Little Dorrit is unchanged, but
ShA looks more womanJy. She offers
hi�. her fortune, but he will not ac
cept it although he knows he loves her.
XIX-XX. 31--Mrs. Clennam retrieves the
1 P�cket of papers from Little Dorrit
but makes the youn� woman read the
Papers first. Little Dorrit agrees to
' keep the information from Arthur until
�fter his mother dies. Little Dorrit
w alks with Mrs� CJ.ennam back to her
house. \/hen they arrive, the house col1:i oses.
XJX-XX, 33--Little Dorrit continues to
nurse Arthur and to act as Tip's couns� Jor. She w ites the Meagles about Arthur•s
n,i_r;for ti..me. Mr. Meagles · finds the strong
box and brings it to Little Dorrit.
XIX-XX--A fter Arthur grows stronger, Little
, Dorrit a�ain offers him her fortune. When
Arthur learns that the Dorrits• money
, was lost throu�h Merdle, he accepts her
offer. Little Dorrit burns Mrs. Clen
narn 's pa pe:·s. Mr. Meagles and Doyce free
Arthur. Little Dorrit and Arthur are
1 married.

